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PREFACE 

This paper is concerned with the conceptual design of a computerized 

financial information system for small businesses. Computer and informa

tion processing concepts and a survey of information methods, models, and 

systems are presented as a prelude to the small business financial infor

mation system. 

I wish to express my appreciation to Dr. Winfield P. Betty for his 

assistance in the development of this paper. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODl'CT ION 

A high percentage of small business failures are attributed to the 

lack of use of financial information. [13] One reason for this is that 

many businesses do not have any kind of models or systems to gather 

their ra\v data, condense and summarize that data, and report it in a use-

ful format for decision-making. It is felt that an investigation result-

ing in the conceptual design of a computerized financial information 

system for small businesses should contribute favorably to the above 

problem. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is threefold: First, information proces

sing concepts and computer considerations applicable to small businesses 

and first time computer users are presented. Knowledge of these concepts 

and considerations should help provide small users with the ability to 

deal with computer equipment and systems manufacturers and vendors. 

Secondly, a survey of information models and systems is presented. These 

models and systems are applicable to a~l organizations, large and small, 

and should provide insight into potential techniques that can be incor

porated into a small business information system. Finally, an information 

systems development methodology and the conceptual design of a computer

ized financial information system for small businesses are presented and 

cliscus~;c'd. The systems devC'lopment mc:t:hoclology gives a structured ap-
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proach to systems design and implementation in any type of organization 

and can serve as a guide for the development of small business informH

tion systems. The small business financial information system presented 

provides a method of using the computer to input the historical data of 

small businesses and output relevant information and statements in a 

useful format in order to assist the user in decision making. Thus, the 

intent of this paper is to present information processing concepts, com

puter considerations, information models, and a design methodology useful 

to the small business user and to provide a conceptual financial informa

tion system to assist in assembling use information for decision-making. 

Approach 

In investigating the area of small business information processing 

and systems, the following sequence of topics is covered. In this, the 

first chapter, the need for small business information systems is noted. 

The purpose and approach is also presented. 

Chapters t'-JO and three are concerned with surveying information use

ful to small businesses and providing a background for development of the 

smalJ business information system. Chapter two discusses information 

processing concepts and computer considerations applicable to small busi

nesses and first time computer users. A knowledge of this area may assist 

in preventing some of the common pitfalls of first-time users. Chapter 

three looks <Jt a number of information methods, models, and systems that 

small busi!l~sscs mav reasonably be expected to incorporate in their infor-

mation systems. 

Cl1apter four first presents a structured systems development method-

ology that cuuJd be used to assist a small business in designing its own 
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information system or having it designed by outsiders. This chapter nlso 

presents, with the aid of flowcharts, the conceptual design of a computer

ized financial information system for small businesses. 

Finally, chapter five concludes ,,,ith comments on the~ value of the in

formation system presented, implications for further research, and summary 

remarks. 

Summary 

This chapter has stated a need for the development of small business 

information systems. The purpose of tl1is paper has been stated, basical

ly, to provide an information system to satisfy that need. Also, the 

approach of this paper has been presented to assist the reader in under

standing its organization. The following chapters present useful informa

tion that can assist small businesses in their information and decision 

making needs. 



CHAPTER II 

COl1PUTER CONSIDEH.ATIO?\S AND INI'ORrL\TION 

PROCESSING CO~CEPTS APPLICABLE TO 

SYJALL BUSINESSES AND FIRST TIME 

COMPUTER USERS 

Introduction 

In order to successfully lease of purchase and operate a computer 

system, a first-time computer user should be familiar with fundamental 

computer considerations and information processing concepts. The purpose 

of this chapter is to present some of these considerations and concepts. 

This chapter first presents a brief overvie1.v of the computer's de

velopment, a look at the hierarchy of computer systems, and equipment 

trends and developments. Then it discusses managerial factors in oper

ating a computer system, guidelines for contracting with computer manu

facturers, alternative methods of obtaining computer services, the soft

'.vare applicatiom; <:Lrea, and programming considerations. 

Computer Considerations 

Long ago, it was predicted that computing power would one day become 

economical enough to be used in the small business environment. Advances 

in technology, along '.·:ith dynamic competition among computer manufac-

turers, vendor~, and service agencies, have created a broad range of data 

processing systems that small businesses can afford. 
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Today, more than ever, small businesses are interested in gaining 

the benefits of computerizations at tl1e least cost. Next, will be pre

sented a look at the historical overview of the computer's development as 

well as some of the computer equipment considerations applicable to small 

businesses and first-time computer users. 

Historical Overview of the Computer's Development 

The computer industry is a relatively young one which has experienced 

tremendous growth. It is important that small businesses and first-time 

computer system users understand the implications of the tremendous growth 

and technological development of the industry. The purchaser of a compu

ter system takes a technological obsolesence risk unique to the industry. 

The best way to emphasize the ever present changes that take place in the 

industry is to look back at the historical development of the computer. 

This overviev.' will be presented both through a brief discussion and through 

Exhibit 1 which shows a time line and some of the major developments over 

the short history of the computer. [51] 

The first commercial use of data processing occurred about 1880 >vhen 

Herman Hollerith developed some simple punched card equipment to help with 

the taking of the census while employed by the census bureau. Punched 

card equipment involves the use of several wired panels which are changed 

to perform different tasks. This equipment marked the beginning of data 

processing activities and was used productively for many years. 

In 1925, a corporation was formed that later would dominate the com

puter industry. Thomas Watson, along with some of the early systems per

sonnel from the Census Bureau, formed International Business Macl1ines, the 

company we ar0 all so familiar with today. 
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1946 marks the beginning of what is referred t·o as the "computer age." 

This date also marks the introduction of the first generation of computers, 

1946-1957. This period was generally characterized by continued computer 

equipment developments. The equipment itself worked through the use of 

vacuum tubes and could operate in milliseconds or a thousandth of a second. 

Also, in 1946, the first special purpose electronic digital computer was 

developed and used by the government to calculate ballistic t~bles. This 

was followed, in 1951, by UNIVAC I, the first general purpose electronic 

digital computer, which was delivered to the Census Bureau for public use. 

Next came the beginning of IBM's domination, when it released its first 

160 series system, in 1954. General Electric was the first purchaser of 

this system but many commercial users immediately followed. 

The most significant technological advance to that date occurred in 

1957 when the second generation of computers \·1<18 introduced by IBM. This 

generation, 1957-1963, was generally characterized by an applications explo

sion, or new ways to program computers. Also the equipment of this genera

tion operated on transistor components and operated in microseconds, or a 

millionth of a :->econd. Until this point, the computers were programmed 

using assembly or machine level languages that few could understand. In 

1957, FOT<.TR/\.;; T, a higher level scientific-oriented language was developed; 

followed, in 1959, by the development of COBOL I, a higher level business-

oriented language, making it easier to program computers and contributing 

to the applications explosion of that period. 

1963 mar~ed the introduction of the tltird generation of computers. 

The equipment of this generation operated through large scale integrated 

circuits operating in nanoseconds, or a billionth of a second, and was 

respono;ible for e<Jsing the cost of computer equipment. The applications 



development continued duriug the period. The harclv.rare development had 

exceeded the applications development and numerous attempts were mHde to 

find better ways to utilize th0 computers. During this period, IBM was 

the major innovator and introduced its small computer system 3, in 1969, 

and its system 32, in 1975. During 1970 IBM also released its series 

370 large scale computer, to upgrade from the system 360 series. 

During that same year IJ3l.f "unbundled," allowing for separate pricing for 

its hardware, maintenence, programs, systems engineering support, etc., 
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which was follm.;red by several vendors, and increased the total cost of 

computing systems. Highlights of the most recent era of computing is 

discussed in this chapter's section, Current Equipment Trends and Develop-

ments. 

Hierarchy of Compute0ystems Ar.:_pl_icable to Small Businesses 

1-,Then a small company considers a computing system it generally can 

select from the following, ordered in decreasing size: a medium scale 

computer, a small business computer, a minicomputer, or possibly a pro-

grammable calculator. [40] Because the costs vary significantly be-

tween the alternatives, the choice is important, and warrants a look at 

some of the considerations in each case. 

The high cost and experience required to obtain and operate a medium 

scale computer limits its use to only the largest of the small businesses 

and should not be considered by a first time computer user. The small 

business that decides tn use a medium scale computer has the expertise 

available to utilize tl1is size of system in a cost effective manner. This 

would require a separate data processing department and sufficient appli

cations to efficiciitly utilize the system. 1hesc requirements are rarely 

satisfied in a sm:d_] bw:incss so ,,re will turn m•r attention to the other 



alternatives now frequently used for small business~s. 

In the past decade, programmable calculators have gTown from fancy 

adding machines which had a feH special functim~ keys to very pmverful 
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and flexible interactive calculating systems. Like computers, they now 

have available to them a wide range of peripheral devices such as plotters, 

card and tape recorders, and punches. But even though a programmable cal

culator will do many things, a very small computer can do, and may cost 

nearly as much, it is not a computer. 

Programmable calculators are designed to do calculating and problem 

solving. Computers, on the other hand, are very versatile and are capable 

of doing many data processing tasks. The decision whether to use a calcu

lator or a computer must depend on the type of applications desired and 

the situation at hand. In particular, it depends on the need for a general 

device, on the users knowledge of computers and computing, on the time and 

manpower available, and of course, the cost. 

Prices of programmable calculators vary with the size of the memory 

and the sophistication of their input-output devices. A unit with a rela

tively large memory, a built-in alphanumeric printer, and a magnetic card 

recorder may cost between $3,000 and $5,000. A calculatot with a smaller 

memory could cost under $1,000. In essence, if a small business needs a 

system for calculations and problem-solving, a programmable calculator may 

satisfy this need, but something more is needed for data processing activi

ties. 

Early applications of minicomputers included instrumentation, test, 

and control systems; data acquisition and reduction, communications, and 

education. [22] The range of applications has recently widened consider-

abJy \vith the emph:1:-.;is on business--or-iented functions. Ninicomputers are 
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now used in business not only as general purpose sn;all machines, but also 

in ~vord processing, data entry and collection, retail systems, accounting 

systems, insurance applications, and many others. 

As the minicomputer industry has matured and proliferated, more em

phasis has been placed on the offering of a complete system; that is, both 

hardware and software. Manufacturers have concentrated on providing power-

ful and f]exible systems which include higher order languages, suclt as 

COBOL, PLl, FORTRAN, RPG, etc., and data base management systems. Thus 

for those small businesses that have limited data processing needs and 

financing, the minicomputer may be a satisfactory alternative. 

From programrrwble calculators and minicomputers, \ve move up in tech

nology, p(Y.•.'er, and price, to what is commonly termed the "small business 

computer." A small bw:;iness computer can be defined as a computer with a 

user-programmable system with programs available for processing commercial 

applications like payroll, accounts receivable, inventory, billing, etc. 

It should also have the ability to handle some form of management informa

tion system. 

This type of system is typified by popular models such as the IBM 

System 3 and the IBB System 32. The monthly rental prices are usually 

near $2,000 and selling prices are in the range from $30,000 to $150,000. 

There are over tl1irty firms supplying equipment which fits these criteria. 

The small businessmccm who should be concerned with this class of com-

puler j s one \vho probably already has soT!le accounting machines to help out 

\vi th bill i llf, fl.r1c tions. .-\1 though different businesses have different re

quirements, in general, companies with about 200 employees and around 

$300,000 capital may be able to justify the cost of thd r own small busi-

ness comp(tting system. 



Methods of obtaining computing services other than purchasing or 

leasing your own computer equipment >vill be discussed later in this 

chapter under information processing concepts. 

Considerations Concerning Input/Output Devices, Storage Media, and 
Additional Hemory 

In purchasing a computer system many small businesses thoroughly 

investigate the CPU (central processing unit) but fail to get available 

savings through the purchase of peripherals (input/output devices, 
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storage media, and additional memory) from independent peripheral equip-

ment companies. [6] In addition, the proper use of peripherals can make the 

CPU more efficient and delay upgrading. Failing to understand and inves-

tigate these peripheral considerations is a costly fault of many first-

time users. 

In the 1970's, IBH "unbundled" allowing for separate pricing of the 

CPU's and peripheral equipment. This provided the upsurge of the indepen-

dent peripheral equipment companies. The unbundling forced users to con-

sider the price of peripheral equipment separately and encouraged them to 

look at the alternative of the independent >vhere they found lmver prices. 

Today, savings can be found, in many cases, by purchasing from large inde-

pendents equipment such as card reader/punch units, printers, paper tape 

input/output devices, console typewriters, and storage devices. Perhaps 

the best buys from the independents are additional "add-on" memory and 

the fast magnetic disk drives. These items can be added to the CPU to 

make it more efficient and create savings by delaying upgrading to larger 

CPU's, something small businesses should consider. 

Another peripheral consideration that small businesses can save on is 

buffers with input/output control units and channels to make the system 
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more effecient and delay upgrading. Systems often become "input/output 

bound" because the CPU is tremendously fast in comparison to the input/ 

output devices and literally has to wait for these devices to perform 

tasks at slow speeds before it can do its work at the high speeds. By 

adding additional memory or buffers to the input/output control unit and 

channels, this problem can be reduced. Then when an input/output instruc

tion is encountered in a program, the CPU "iterates" a channel program 

which is stored in the buffer, and goes on to performing other \vork. 

Meamvhile, the channel completes the input/output operation and interrupts 

the CPU when the task is complete. 

All of these peripheral considerations can create savings for small 

business users. They can make the system more efficient, and therefore, 

delay additional costs of upgrading to larger systems. 

Current Equipment Trends and Development 

It is important for computer system users to be familiar \vith compu

ter equipment trends and developments. New developments come rapidly in 

the computer industry and can make a user's system obsolete and worthless 

in a short period of time. 

Several developments have lead to smaller, faster, and less expensive 

computer systems. A few of these developments follow. [42] 

Microprocessor technology has made an impact on all computing systems. 

[45] The microprocessor is a miniature panel that has the memory capa

bility and speed of full size 1950 systems. The increased development and 

use of microprocessors has stimulated a new era of computers. 

Another relatively important development is magnetic bubble memory. [31] 

This clc'Jice is cap8ble of storing one billion bits of information per square 
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inch. Because of its solid state nature it has no moving pnrts and needs 

very little maintenance. 

Fiber optics, another important development, are coated filaments of 

glass that conduct bursts of light and connect termin2ls to computers over 

space. The transmission travels at the speed of light and is unbotherecl 

by the environment. 

These are a fe\v of the important developments in the computer indus-

try. Each offers advantages that have caused new cornputing systems to re-

place old ones. If the system users can understand new developments, he 

may be able to make a better transition to ne\ver systems. 

Information Processing Concepts 

The first part of this chapter deals with considerations related to 

computer equipment for small businesses. Next, attention turns to con-

cepts that small business management can be mvare of in operating computer 

systems and in dealing with information processing. Knowledge of these 

concepts can save time and money by avoiding some of the more common 

errors. 

Key Management Factors that Make Computer Operations More Successful 

There are many small businesses that install computer systems, but for a 

variety of reasons are unsuccessful in recovery of the systems high cost 

through its utilization. A survey of one hundred and two companies, by 

the British Institute of Management, led to numerous of general management 

factors that make computer operations more successful. [18} Some of the 

suggestions offered in~lude the following: 

(1) You should not just look at computers, but shot~cl look harder at 
your busincs~;. Do not regard the computer ns 3 panacea for the 
probJe:11s of the orE;anlz3tion. 
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(2) Do not rush it, be prepared to creep, crcnvl, walk, ancl then run, 
in that order, into computerized systems. 

(3) Spend as much time as possible on a feasibility study to deter
mine the problems and likely benefits, and to establish the 
priority areas for computer applications. 

(4) Ensure top management appreciation, interest, backing, and re
sponsibility for systems. 

(5) Spend plenty of time on training and educating all levels of the 
staff. DL:;pel the myth of the "black box" as early as possible. 

(6) Hake sure you understand the potential user's anxieties and 
problems. Gain confidence of your staff by early involvement 
and discussions. The ultimate success of the system may depend 
on good human communication and understanding. 

(7) Recruit first class data processing people, some internally if 
possible. 

(8) Use a business-oriented data processing manager, not a technician 
uneducated in business, and give him appropriate authority. 

(9) Do not underestimate the time and costs involved in developing 
systems and programs. 

(10) Analyze systems and potential applications to make sure that the 
data used is reliable and consistent. 

(11) Keep systems as simple as possible and make sure they are all 
cost justified. 

(12) Lay down strict and clear standards for systems, programming, and 
operating. 

The small business that attempts to follow these suggestions will have 

made the first step toward efficient use of its computer system. 

Guidelines for First Time £C!mputer _.!:!.._~ers in Dealing and Contracting with 
HardHare ;-ranuL1cturers and Vendors. 

Once the appropriate computer selection has been made and negotia-

tions begin for obtaining the right to use the computer system, it is 

essential for the first time user to analyze the factors and considera-

tions of the commercial computer contract. [43] Because of IBH's "un-

bundUng," requiring separate pricing and contracting for equipment, 
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maintenance, systems engineering, etc., users now must negotiate several 

complex contracts to obtain a total system and accompanying services. The 

following terms in the standard computer-related contracts have been 

called "the most offensive clauses included in business contracts today." 

[9] The standard contracts the user usually is required to negotiate 

include the follmving: a rent/lease/purchase equipment contract, a li

cense agreement for program products, a systems engineering agreement, 

and a maintenance contract. 

It is important to emphasize to the small business system purchaser 

that the "offensive" terms of these standard computer contracts are ne

gotiable. To negotiate these terms it is suggested that a committee of a 

lawyer, a data processing expert, and a member of management be formed. 

Several of the most important negotiable clauses in the standard computer 

contracts are identified below with suggested alterations that should 

place the first time user in a better contractual position. [43] 

In the standard computer contract a scope of agreement clause is 

found which excludes from the contract any statements made by the vendor 

in the proposal for computer service to the user. The user should nego

tiate to have the proposal made a part of the contract since management 

relies on the proposal in determining if the system will meet its needs. 

Hhen leasing a computer system a standard cl8.use restricts the use 

of the system to one shift, or a limited number of hours per day, in return 

for a basic monthly rental fee. The small business user should have un

limited use of the system. Nume~ous problems exist if the user is required 

to get all of its data processing activities accomplished in a limited 

period clurint each clay. 
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Another offensive standard clause requires the system lcasor to pay 

for transportation of the computer to and from his business. This re

sults in both the previous and new leasor paying for tl1e transportation 

charges, which should be split between them. Alteration of this term 

can result in considerable transportation saving on the bulky and heavy 

computers. 

A ''hell or high •.;rater clause" requiring that the system user contin

ue to pay the rental charges under all conditions should be removed. If 

the clause is not removed, the user could be required to continue paying 

the rental charges even after discontinuing use of the system during a 

legal dispute with the equipment vendor. 

Another clause in the standard contract places a time limitation on 

the user for initiating legal action which is often less than the statute 

of limitations. The user should insist on a time limitation at least 

equal to its state's:>tatute of limitations period to protect his rights. 

Also, the computer vendor often attempts to insure that the laws 

controlling the contract are the ones in tqe vendor's horne office state. 

The user Hould be wise to require that the lm.;rs of the state \vhere the 

contract is executed, the user's state, govern the contract. It is more 

sensible to require thevendor's large legal staff to be familiar with the 

laws of the user's state, than tn require all the small users to be gov

erned by the vendor's state laHs. 

Knowledge of these standard computer contract clauses and how to ne

gotiate them can provide important savings to small and first time users, 

both in terms of security and money. 



Methods of Obtaining Computer Services 

So far, we have concentrated on discussinf how small businesses 

and first-time users can obtain computing services through the lease or 

purchase of a number of alternative computer-s. Because of the large 

capital requirements and the need for data processing experience, small 

businesses may not find it feasible to lease or purchase their mm com

puter. It may be wise for small businesses to investigate alternative 

methods of obtaining computer services. Two popular alternatives are 
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the use of data processing service centers and timesharing facilities. [44] 

There are about 1, 500 companies natiomvide that can be classified 

as service centers. An organization of this type generally o\ms or 

leases its c~~ computer and then provides, for a fee, for the various 

computing needs that a small company might have. Some service centers 

specialize in the legal area, some in the accounting cr taxation, some in 

the medical professions computing demands, but most provide a wide range 

of business or commercial applications. Hith their analysts, experts 

and packaged programs, the service centers are an attractive and viab]e 

entry into the world of computerization for small companies. 

Another alternative for the small company to obtain computing ser

vices is through a timesharing company. The timesharing arrangement can 

be described as a computer system, mmed by the timesharing company, in 

which a great many users, for a fee, have access to the central proces

sing unit on a timed, rotating basis through remote terminals and batch 

processors. [17] The main distinction bet1·1een the timesharing and ser-

vice center alternatives is that the user company performs its O\m data 

processing activities in the former situation, but in the latter the 

service center performs these activities. 
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Small companies should investigate the date1 processing service cen

ter and timesharing companies for obtaining computing services before 

leasing or purchasing a computer system that requires a large capital 

outlay and data processing experience. 

The Software A~plications Area 

Softwe1rc is commonly referred to in two ways. Software can be de

fined rest:::-ictively as the programs required to operate a computer, or 

generally, to include all considerations required in a computer system, 

excluding the equipment. These items \vould include the programs, data 

processing personnel, supplies, and maintenance and engineering services. 

A major problem for first time computer users is in underestimating 

the total cost of computing because of failure to comprehend the high 

costs of the general software items. [30] Actually, the soft'lvare items 

average two-thirds of the total computing costs, '\vhile the hardware equip

ment represents only one-third. Computer programming costs and data 

processing personnel costs represent the largest software costs and are 

consistently underestimated by first time users. 

Another problem area concerning soft\vare is hmv program development 

has lagged behind equipment development. In order to make the computer 

worth its expenditures, it normally must be used for high payoff applica

tions in addition to the lower payoff applications. High payoff programs 

are considered to be those Hhich provide management with ne\v information 

for decision making. Low payoff applications are accounting and routine 

programs, sucl1 as payroll programs. The problem for small businesses is 

that they generally use the computer for low payoff accounting applica

tions and find it difficult to utilize their system profitably. 
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Small companies also should be mvarc of the \vays and sources of 

acquiring software applications. The n~st expensive way usuaJly is to 

develop them internally. Alternatively, the company may hire outsiders 

to write the custom applications or lease or purchase pre\vritten pack

ages. These packages can be obtained from compl!ter vendors and manufac

turers, software houses, software brokers, certain government agencies, 

and independent users attempting to recover their development costs. 

Small business users should understand that the software considera

tions are equally important and usually more costly than the hardware 

considerations. Knowing this will assist them in avoiding some of the 

software problems discussed above. 

Programming Considerations 

There are two major areas concerning programming where small busi

nesses should take extra concern. These areas are language selection and 

use, and potential error situations in the programming cycle. [36] 

The three general levels of program languages are machine language, 

assembly level language, and general purpose compiler level languages. 

Hachine language is the most efficient language level, the· instructions 

being written in binary code. Its difficulty restricts its practical use. 

The assembly level languages use symbols substituted for the binary code. 

It is one step dmm in efficiency and is used on a limited scale for bus

iness programming. The general purpose compiler level languages are the 

least efficient in regard to machine utilization but are the easiest to 

use. The majority of applications programs arc written in the following 

general purpose languages: FORTRAN, a scientific-oriented language; 

COBOL, a business-oriented language; PLl, a general purpose, business-

oriented language; and RPG, a business report wTjtine language. 



CHAPTER III 

A SURVEY OF INFORMATION :t-illTHODS, 

MODELS, AND SYSTEMS 

Introduction 

A high percentage of small business failures are attributed to the 

lack of use of financial information by these companies. [ 13] One rea-

son for this is that many businesses do not have any kind of models or 

systems to gather their raw data, condense and summarize that data, and 

then report it in a useful format for decision making. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the basic characteristics 

of sorne traditional information methods, models, and systems that are used 

by businesses of all types, large and small. An understanding of these 

items can provide a basis for determining techniques and statements which 

may be useful in the designing of financial information systems that ful

fil the needs of small businesses. 

A fe\v of the accounting models used most frequently by small busi

nesses are presented first. Then additional models are illustrated which 

are not frequently used by small companies, but should be considered in 

planning a financial information system. Finally, attention moves to 

overall systems, by industry and by function, which are available. These 

systems are of a standard form, but could be considered with modifications 

to meet the needs of particular companies. 
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Each category represents some financial amou11t at some point in time. 

A11 transactions are classified and recorded in such a Hoy that the total 

assets equal the sum of liabilities, contributed capital, and retained 

earnings. 

Retained earnings at some point in time, usually stated at the end 

of an accounting period are, REt-1, the earnings for the period are, 

Et-1/t, and the dividends declared during the period are, D. This equa

tion is stated as REt = REt-1 + Et-1/t - D. 

Earnings are determined by matching the inputs, for the period, with 

the outputs, for the period. In business organizations the inputs are 

measured in terms of sales revenue (R) and the outputs are measured in 

terms of expenses (EXP) required to generate this revenue. Income tax 

(TAX) is not recognized as an expense but as a social cost of doing busi-

ness. The equation for earnings is stated as Et-1/t 

- TAXt-1/ t. 

Accounts 

Rt-1/t - EXPt-1/t 

Accounts are set up which represent categories of transactions. The 

accounts are merely a place to receive transactional data, and to show 

increases or decreases where, at certain periods, the current amount bal

ance of an item is available. All accounts can be algebraically summed, 

in accordance with the procedures dictated by equations, to provide finan

cial statements whenever needed. 

These accounts take a variety of forms, depending on Hhether they are 

recorded on paper for manual data processing methods, or recorded on 

punched cards, magnetic tape, magnetic disk, etc., for computer processing. 

The bGsic procedures in c1assifying, recording, and reporting are the same 

whatever data processing method is used. 
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The rules for recording are as follm-1s: [ 4 7] 

(1) Debits increase asset items and decrease liabilities, contribu
ted capital, and retained earnings. 

(2) Credits decrease asset items and increase liabilities, contri
buted capital, and retained earnings. 

Retained earnings represent the meter for earnings, i.e., revenue 

increases retained earnings, therefore, a credit increases a revenue 

account. Conversely, an expense decreases retained earnings, so a debit 

increases an expense account. 

Cost-Volume-Profit Model 

Costs react on the basis of activity, time, or a combination thereof. 

We can categorize costs into four basic behavior patterns, which are: [14] 

(1) Variable cost behavior, where costs react in direct proportion 
to changes in activity. 

(2) Nonvariable cost behavior, where costs remain the same no 
matter what the level of activity, as these costs are strictly 
a function of time. 

(3) Semi-variable cost behavior, where costs are basically nonvari
able at lm-1 volume of activity, but at higher volumes of activity 
they tend to exhibit characteristics of variable costs. 

(4) Semi-fixed cost behavior, where costs are nonvariable over some 
period of time but change to a new level at the end of the rele
vant time period. For example, this year's rent is $12,000, 
next year it will be $18,000. 

In knowing cost behavior, small businesses can simulate those pro-

fits which might be obtained with changes in volume or activity. The 

measure of volume can be number of units sold, or it can be sales revenue. 

At lower volumes, a loss is expected; at higher volumes a profit is ex-

pected; somewhere in between a breakeven point exists where cost equals 

revenue. 

The cost-volume-profit relationship provides a useful way for simu-

lating the profit factors of any organization. The factors that increase 
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profits are increased selling price per unit, decreased variable cost per 

unit, decreased nonvariable cost, and increased volume. 

Budget and Performance Analysis Nodels 

"A budget is a plan of action, expressed in quantitative terms, 

which covers some specific time period." [16] The key concept of a 

budget is to structure it in terms that equate to the responsibility of 

those who are charged with its execution. In this way, the budget is 

used not only as a planning device but also as a control device. Budgets 

are of several types: 

(1) An operating budget, \vhich shm..rs planned operations for the 
forthcoming period. 

(2) A cash budget, which sho\..rs the anticipated sources and uses of 
cash. 

(3) A capital budget, which shows planned changes in a variety of 
resources in addition to cash. 

The budgeting process involves a planning-control-planning life 

cycle, which is described as follows: 

(1) Planning, Hhich entails selecting objectives and means for their 
obtainment. 

(2) Controlling, which encompasses two activities, the translation 
of objectives into units of output and the determination of spe
cific inputs to generate outputs, and the comparison of actual 
operations with budgeted operations. 

(3) Planning, at this stage uses performance reports for evaluating 
past operations for planning future operations. 

Budgets can also be vie\..red as being prepared for different levels of 

the organizations. Budgets can relate to the entire organization (master 

budget), the division, the department, and any subunit. 

Budget is a macro concept whereas standards are a micro concept. For 

example, the standard cost per labor hour may be $5. The budget for 

20,000 manhours \vould o;how a total labor cost of $100,000. The standard 



itself is a predetermined estimate of what performance should be under 

stated conditions. In preparing performance information based on stan-

dards, we can use these models: 

(1) Quantity Variance = (Actual Quantity - Standard Quantity X 
Stancard Cost) 
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(2) Cost Variance = (Actual Cost - Standard Cost X Actual Quantity) 

(3) Total Variance = (Quantity Variance+ Cost Variance) 

These variances provide small businesses with measures of performance 

and aids for control. 

Payoff Graph Analysis Model 

The payoff graph is a tool that can be effectively used by the ana-

lyst to enhance the information received by management. Payoff analysis 

is a simple, straightforward technique which can be used by analysts to 

compare costs and savings of alternative systems. [23] 

The model can use data such as the cost of a present system compared 

with the cost of a proposed system. The savings are calculated by sub-

tracting the proposed systems costs from the present systems costs. The 

net accumulated annual savings is then plotted on the graph for analysis. 

Although this is a useful model in making gross estimates, it ignores the 

time value of money and a desired rate of return on investment for these 

considerations the next model cart be helpful. 

Net Present Value Model 

The net present value model can be used to help management make decisions 

about investment proposals if such a proposal can be reduced to monetary 

amounts. "Stated simply, neglecting nonmonetary considerations, an in-

vestment proposal is accepted if the present value of its earnings or 



cost savings equals or exceeds the amount of the investment required at 

some selected rate of return." [32] 
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For example, suppose that management is thinking of purchasing a 

computer system for $380,000. The useful life of the computer is five 

years. The cost savings for the first year is $30,000, for the next 

three years $100,000, and for the last year $80,000. The minimum desired 

rate of return is 10%. Neglecting other quantitative or qualitative con

siderations, should management purchase the computer? 

The net present value is negative $77,050 and means the investment 

has not earned what it should at a minimum desired rate of return of 10%. 

Therefore, the investment is undesirable. If the present value \vere po

sitive or zero, the investment would be desirable bec2use its return either 

exceeds or meets the desired minimum. Hov1ever, this simplistic problem as

sumes that there are no other investment projects competing for a finite 

amount of investment funds. 

Additional Hodels 

In addition to some of the basic accounting models presented above , 

there are others which also help managements, small or large, in their 

planning, controlling, and decision making. In many organizations, the 

function of management is performed on an intuitive basis, [ 50 ] That is , 

no systematic effort is made to define and measure variables affecting the 

organization. There are, houever, a number of models \vhich help to sys

tematize and quantjfy certain variables in 8 manner where small business 

management can make more knmvledgeable decisions. 

Contribution-By-:-Value Analysis Noclel 

A very simple, but quite effective, logical n'odel thot can be used 
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in almost any kind of performance analysis is termed contribution-by-value 

analysis, also called ABC analysis. The analysis is based on Pareto's 

LaH, which when roughly interpreted is: "an empjrical relationship de

scribing the number of objects X Hhose contribution is Y in the form 

X = AY. " [!+ 6] 

Pareto's Law shoHs an empirical relationship describing the number 

of persons X whose income is Y where Y is less than infinity and greater 

than zero, and A is a constant. The expression X = AY is used to desig

nate any frequency distribution whether related to income or not; that is, 

the variable Y may be measured from an arbitrary value. To explain in 

simple terms, Pareto's Law states that in most situations a relatively 

small percentage of certain objects contribute a relatively high percen

tage of output. Hany systems analysts find that when inventory items are 

plotted on a cumulative percentage graph, in order of descending value, 

Pareto's relationship usually exists. Relative to such a phenomenon, one 

frequently hears a rule of thumb quoted as: "20% of the items in inven

tory account for 80% of the sales". Such an analysis is quite effective 

in that it reveals very clearly the performance of most situations ana

lyzed. For sales analysis, the contribution-by-value analysis can be 

applied to sales by customer, by salesman, by product item, by territory, 

by warehouse, and so on. Hmvever surprising the relationships are on 

first exposure, they will probably be found in any organization no matter 

what the situation. It should also be noted that determination of such 

relationships r=ovides management with valuable information even though 

the contribution-by-value analysis model is, itself, simplistic. 

Forecast Nodels 

Good forecasts arc vital to the success of every organization. The sales 
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forecast, for example, is a key function in planning and controlling inven-

tory systems. [39] Inventory manat;ement, production, and procurement gen-

erally are geared to the sales activity that transpires in the subsequent 

period. The sales forecast is the basic information for production, inven-

tory, procurement, and employment plans. Even though there are inherent 

errors in any forecasting model, an organization that bases its operations 

on intuitive decision making is ignoring the possibilities for a more effi-

cient operation. 

The Least Squares Model. As an extrapolative forecast model, the 

least squares technique uses historical data exclusively. When a model of 

this type is used, two basic assumptions must be made: that the recent 

level of quantity will continue and that the recent rate of change will re-

main about the same. [34] The least squares line approximating the set of 

. . , (~,Yn) has the equation Y = a 0 + a 1 X where 

the constants a 0 and a 1 are determined by solving simultaneously the equa

tions 1Y = a 0 N + a 1 zx and ZXY = a 0 ZX + a 1 zx2 which are called the normal 

equations for the least squares line. Here, X is the independent variable 

andY is the dependent variable. The constants, a 0 and a 1 , of the above 

formula, can be found from the formulas 

a 
0 

a = 
1 

(l:x2 ) (ZY) - (ZXY) (IX) and 
NIX2 - (IX) 

NIXY- (l:Y)(IX) 
m:x2 - czx) 2 

The least squares line passes through the point (X,Y), called the 

centroed or center of gravity of the data. 

Suppose the value of X represents time, such as months, and the value 

of Y represents quantities of products sold each month. The value of Y 

can be extrapolated according to some value of X. In other words, if the 
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independent variable X is time, the data shm.;r the values of Y at various 

times in the future. 

Since Y is estimated from X, Y represents the value of Y for given 

values of X as estimated from the least squares regression line of Y = a + 
0 

From this a measure of the scatter about the regression line of X on 

Y is supplied by the quantity 
A 

(Y - Y) 2 
SY ,X = I N 

which is called the standard estimate of Y on X. 

The Exponentjal Smoothing Model. Exponential smoothing is similar to 

a moving average; hm.;rever, \vhere applicable, exponential smoothing is nor-

mally chosen as a forecasting method for the following two reasons: [34] 

(1) With the moving average all data in the series are weighted 
equally. In other Herds, recent data are given the same weight 
as older data. 

(2) Forecasting by the moving average method requires that a great 
deal of data be maintained. 

Actually, exponential smoothing is nothing more than a form of weighted 

moving average. All that is needed to use the exponential snoothing model 

is a smoothing constant, the current forecast, and a new observation. 

The computational procedure of exponential smoothing is shown by the 

formula New Average = Old Average + a (Ne\v Demand - Old Average) \vhere a 

designates a smoothing constant between 0 and 1. 

The new average represents the forecast of demand for the subsequent 

forecast interval. The old average is the new average of the previous 

forecast interval, and the new demand is the actual demand for the present 

period. 
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By controlling the weighr of the most recent data, a simultaneously 

determines the average age. The value chosen for the smoothing constant 

can be such that the estimate is very stable, or reacts very quickly. 

For example, a= .5 would give a greater weight to the new data than 

a = .1. Regardless of the value of a, the weighting of data follows what 

is called an exponential curve; therefore, the name exponential smoothing. 

One of the crucial questions which arises >vhen one uses exponential 

smoothing is the size of the smoothing constant that should be used. Con

ceptually, the answer is simple. There should be enough weight to give the 

system stability, but it should be small enough so that real, not random, 

changes in the level of demand will be recognized, 

Inventory Control Model 

The problem of planning, scheduling, and controlling production in 

the faces of uncertain market conditions, and of maintaining reasonable 

levels of inventories, is almost universal. In many organizations with 

a wide product line, the inventory clerks as well as management may not 

know with reasonable accuracy what the levels are, and an investigation 

into the inventory will often indicate a wide variation between the actual 

conditions, and vJhat is thought to be the inventory. When an inventory 

item is overstocked, the error may not become evident for a long time, or 

not at all. Hhen an item is understocked and a stock-out occurs, customer 

goodwill is reduced. Any organization vlith inventory problems, therefore, 

needs an inventory management system that makes certain that approximately 

all items are available in the correct quantity \vhen they are needed and 

it prevents an increase of inventory beyond proper limits. [48] Proper 

inventory management assures that an ad2quate supply of inventory items be 
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maintained and required at an optimum balance between shortage and over

stock. Too many shortages decrease customer service level. Conversely, 

an overstock of items ties up working capital that can be used more profit

ably elsewhere. 

Replenishment, Lend Time, and Safety Stock. There are two approaches 

to replenishing inventories. [14] The first termed a periodic system 

where an order is placed on a specific date. The disadvantage of this 

method is that there is a risk of stockouts. The second approach is termed 

reorder point system in that an order is placed when the inventory level of 

an item reaches a predetermined level. 

The time in the periodic method is alvmys the same, 1;hereas in the re

order point method it is unequal. The method more often used is the second 

method which consists of placing a constant order quantity •.:rhen the inven

tory reaches the reorder level. The reorder level is computed by multiply

ing lead time by the forecast of demand and adding a safety stock. The 

safety stock allows for a margin of error in estimating lead time. 

The Problem of Hm.;r Huch to Order. There are many different models of 

determining how much to order. The best known model used in this area is 

the classic EOQ, economic order quantity model. [23] This model reveals 

to the inventory clerk how much to buy, or order, when a reorder point is 

reached. 

The order quantity chosen '.Vill incur certain costs. Two different 

sets of cost factors are considered. If a greater or lesser quantity is 

ordered, some costs ~.:rill increase, \vhile others decrease. Among those 

costs Hhich increase are interest, obsolescence, risk, and storage, >vhile 

the set of decreasing costs includes such ite~s as freight and procurement 

costs. These costs can be lumped into the cost to purchase and the cost to 
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carry inventory. The goal is to balance the opposing costs in order to ob-

tain the minimum total. 

The total operating cost is the sum of purchasing and carrying costs 

and it is lowest when these two are equal. There is a relevant range of 

choices where the resultant total cost is not greatly affected by slight 

deviations from the best ordering frequency. 

The literature normally handles the cost of purchasing as a constant 

amount for each order placed, and the cost of carrying is lumped into one 

percentage figure which is represented by P. Let Y designate the expected 

yearly demand in physical units (determined from the forecast model), let 

Q be the economic lot size in physical units, C be the unit cost, and S be 

the cost of purchasing involved in making one order in dollars. Then total 

annual variable costs (TVC) are expressed as 

TVC = .9f P + ~· S 

In the absence of safety allowances, inventories vary from Q to 0. 

The average values of inventory is therefore QC/2 if the new order quantity 

replenishes stock at the time the inventory is depleted. The QC/2 times P 

represents the annual carrying cost. Y/Q represents the number of times a 

year that orders are placed. Therefore, (Y/Q)S represents the total annual 

purchasing costs. 

In order to determine the amount of Q which minimizes total cost, the 

above equation is differentiated with respect to Q and set equal to zero. 

The following equation is obtained 

PC YS _ O 
-y--=-z-

Q 

which results in the solution 

2YS 
Q = / Pc 



.. ,._ _________________ _ 
''This formula states that Q, the economic order quantity, varies 

directly with the square root of the forecasted dc~and and the square 

root of the purchasing costs and varies inversely \vith the square root 

of the cost of carrying." [14] 

Material Yield Analyses Model 
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In a number of industries, particularly of the process type, material 

yield plays a significant role in effecting cost reduction and production 

improvement. [48] Material yield standards are generally set for various 

types of raw material. In most cases the yield standards are based on 

laboratory tests or company records. A substantial cost reduction is 

achieved through the improvement of the yield of good products based on 

proper procurement and production efforts. A variance analysis program 

pointing out and evaluating causes of low y:Leld aide management in minimiz

ing of shrinkage and waste in purchasing and production. If, for example, 

the procurement personnel purchase defective raw material, an excess of 

shrinkage will occur during preparation of this material for processing. 

Consequently, a yield analysis and reporting system should be installed to 

determine the degree of shrinkage or waste. 

Standards for material usage during the production phase are of great 

importance to top management. The plant manager and top management person

nel need to have feedback which will enable them to detect and measure 

losses of raw produce during the production process. Not only do the re

ports of material yield give inforrt1ation to responsible persons, but they 

insure a significant degree of control of the processing function. 

The basic question is whether the standard amount of raw material is 

used to obtain a given output of the finished product, The difficulty here 
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is that computation of variances is d~layed until the production process 

is completed. 

A yield analysis report does not tell \vhy there is an unfnvorable 

variance in the yield of a particular batch of product. It does however, 

give feedback to the plant ~anager, the manager of procurement, the presi

dent, and other responsible persons that particular phases in the processing 

function may be faulty. A retracing of the overall process must be set into 

motion in order to isolate the cause of the unfavorable variances and take 

necessary corrective action. 

Quality Control Analysis and Reporting 

Every organization, large or small, faces the problem of attaining 

and maintaining satisfactory quality of their output. IS] First, the 

quality attributes must be identified. Next, accurate standard G~asure

ments must be set. Finally, the allm.;rable departures from such standard 

measurements must be determined. Moreover, satisfactory quality must be 

obtained at a reasonable and competitive cost level. 

Product quality variation arises out of the variables which consti

tute a given process. The ra\.;r materials which enter the process them

selves vary in form and composition. The production process itself 

varies and the resulting output may be below satisfactory quality. 

The obvious objectives, therefore, are to reduce the amount of de

fective raw materials going into production and to eliminate defective 

finished products. These objectives are never fully possible, but a re

duction in the number of defectives in the total operation must be sought. 

Statistical sampling and control tables can be used effectively in imple

menting quality control in organizations. 
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Network Model 

PERT (Program Evaluation and Revie'" Techniques) is an example of a 

network model used for planning and controlling projects with '"ell defined 

activities and events. [2] PERT is based on a network composed of activ-

ities that take time to accomplish. Between the activities are instantan-

eous events, which designate the completion of each activity. Probably a 

better interpretation indicates that events represent a start or finish 

of the activities. 

The activities are placed on a net,vork and are represented by arrmvs. 

Generally, the arrows or activities flow from left to right. There are 

several guides helpful to follow '"hen placing an activity on the network: 

(1) A determination must be made to see if any activities logically 
precede the activity that is under consideration. 

(2) A determination must be made to see if any activities are logi
cally concurrent with the activity under consideration. 

(3) A determination must be made to spot activities which are logi
cally subsequent to the activity under consideration. 

(4) Events must be clearly defined relative to their beginning and 
end. 

Expected Time. The activity time must be estimated by someone know-

ledgeable about particular processes such as foremen, plant managers, etc. 

Three time estimates are usually used: 

(1) Most Likely Time--\fuat time would you expect to complete this 
particular activity? 

(2) Optimistic Time--If everything progresses normally the first time 
and there are no dificulties, hm·J much time ,-Jill it take to com
plete this particular activity? In other words, what is the 
minimum possible time in which this particular task or activity 
can be completed? 

( 3) Pessimistic Timc--\~hat is the longest time this particular 
activity or task has ever taken? 
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The goal in getting three subjective time estim~tes is to use them to 

calculate a single weighted average or mean time. The average or mean 

time is called the expected time of the activity. 

The three time estimates can be related to the expected time by the 

commonly used formula 

0 + <'IM + p 
\vhere t 

6 

0 optimistic time estimate, 

M most likely time estimate, 

p pessimistic time estimate, and 

t =expected time (weighted average). 

Critical events on the net\·lOrk are those which have zero slack time. 

Slack time equals the latest event time less the earliest event time. 

The latest event time is the latest time that an event can be completed 

without disrupting the project. Earliest event time is the earliest time 

that an event can occur. A line connecting these critical events repre-

sents the critical path. An increase or decrease in time along this path 

will increase or decrease the completion date by the same amount. 

Probability and Statistical Models 

Many data elements ~~1ich become input into various models are future 

oriented or they basically represent an unkno'\vn quantity. [21] Conse-

quently, estimates must be made. These estimates are often made in the 

form of a probability distribution and merely represent a formalization of 

an estimator's judgement:. for example, what will the sales revenue be for 

the next quarter is a typical question management might ask, The estimator 

can state a range of possibilities together with an estimate of the proba-
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bility each will occur. The sum of these possibilities multiplied by 

the applicable probability equals the expected value of the probability 

distribution. Some managers rather than stating the estimates in a nor-

mal distribution choose to make estimates based on optimistic, ~ost 

likely, and pessimistic conditions. 

A number of probability and statistical concepts, in abbreviated 

form, are shown below. It is believed that these basic concepts are es-

sential in formulating successful probability and statistical models. 

Probability Concepts. Some helpful probability concepts are briefly 

identified below: [34] 

(1) Probability of an event--The probability that an event, E, will 
occur is the ratio betHeen the number, n, of cases in Hhich E 
occurs and the total number, N, of the elementary cases, all 
equally likely, 

n 
P(E) = -

N 

Hhere the assumption of equally likely outcomes describe such 
processes as tossing coins, rolling a die, and so on. 

(2) Random Variable--A random variable, X, assumes the values X,, 
x2 , ... Xn Hith each of these values having a probability~ 
of P (XI), P (Xz), . . . , P (Xn) ivhere ;~p (Xi) = 1 and the expecter_' 
value of X is E(X) = X1_P(X1_) + X2P(Xz) + . , . + XnP(Xn). 

(3) Conditional Probability--The probability that an event A will 
occur, if it is knoHn that event B has occurred and is ,.,ritten: 
P(A/B). 

(4) Compound Probability--This is the probability that both A and B 
Hill occur and is Hritten: P(A,B). Compound events can be 
shmvn effectively in tree diagram models. In this case, the 
probability of a compound event is determined by mulitplying 
branch probabilities. 

(5) Total Probability--This is the probability that A alone, B alone, 
or A and B together \vill occur and is -.;vritten: P (A+B). 

(6) Cumulative Probability--This is the process of accumulating the 
values of P(X) Hhich results in a cumulative probability function. 
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(7) Markov Chain Process--In this process the result of each trial 
is dependent upon the result of the immediately preceding trial, 
and only on that result. For each trial there is a finite num
ber of outcomes. A probability is assigned to the outcome C [or 
any trial, given that outcome B immediately preceded it. These 
probabilities are called transition probabilities. 

(8) The Poisson Distribution--This distribution is used quite effec
tively in queuing problems -.:vhere a service utility has a number 
of arrivals and departures in a continuous time period. Also 
this distribution is applicable in building a model to determine 
the probability of n number of defects in a continuous process. 

Statistical Concepts. Statistical concepts represent additional 

methods of manipulating data to provide information. Some of these ba-

sic concepts are indicated here: [ 41] 

(1) Histogram--This is a table shm.;ring the number of individual ob
servat:ions falling within each interval or class; this number 
is called the frequency. Before constructing a histogram, you 
should determine the limits of the group studies, the data or 
characteristics measured for each individual, the conditions 
under which the measurements were made. 

(2) Mean--Given a population consisting of N individuals, the mean, 
X, is given by the formula X = ~IXi. 

(3) Mean of the Means--If m measurements are taken in populations 
of the_same n~ture, the mean of the means is 
X = n1X1 + n2X2 + · + nmXm 

N 

(4) Mode--The mode is the value of Xi for which fi, the frequency 
of the variate, is greatest. 

(5) ~fedian--The median is the value of Xi (or lying between two con
secutive Xi) for -.:.;rhich cum f = !zN. 

(6) Two measures of Dispersion--The standard 
square deviation is 1 _ 

ax = 1-I£1· (X· - x)2 N l 

deviation, or mean 
where a = standard 

deviation, X= observations, X mean, and (aX) 2 = the variance. 

(7) Random Sample--A sample from a population is considered to be 
drawn at random i ~- the traits that produced the sample are inde
pendent, and if the probobility distribution function of the 
random variable connected with each trial remains unchanged 
throughout the trials. 
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The basic probability and statistical concepts were only identified 

here. The referenced source p~ovides more detailed explanations. 

Basic Queuing Models 

Many types of problems encountered in any organization are described 

by the buildup of queues of some input to a service facility. The queues 

result from stochatic phenomena. Inputs arrive at a facility for proces

sing and the time of arrival of individual inputs at the service facility 

is random as is the time of processing. The randomness of one or more 

parameters in a queue system is responsible for the uncertainties asso

ciated with it. In all organizations, the queuing phenoiTena is ever 

present. In production, machines are overburdened or idle. Trucks vmit 

in long lines at loading docks. Management must strike a balance between 

costs of idleness and costs of overburdened service facilities. Conse

quently, management must kn0\•7 something about the activity and length of 

a queue, the demand on the service activity, the capactiy of the service 

facility to handle the random demand, and the time spent waiting in the 

queue plus the time in the service facility. 

There are several basic situations which describe the general condi

tions of a service facility. [26] The simplest situation is where 

arriving units from a single queue are to be serviced by a single service 

facility; for example, a car in a car wash. This structure is called a 

single-channel, single-phase condition. A simple assembly line has a 

number of service facilities in series or t .. mdem and represents the 

single-channel, multiple-phase condition. If the number of service 

facilities is increased (two or more car washes), but still draws on one 

queue, this is represented by a multiple-charinel, single-phase condition. 
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Finally, the last structure is a multiple-channel, multiple-phase condi-

tion which might be illustrated by tHo or more narallel production lines. 

Simulation Models 

In a probabilistic model, s0me dimensions are known, ~.;rhile the val-

ues of others are based on phenomena of a stochastic nature. [33] The 

randonmess of one or more parameters in a system is responsible for the 

uncertainties which exist. There are random machine breakdo\\rns, customer 

demand, labor strikes, etc. Normal and Poisson distributions are used in 

building most probabilistic simulation models. 

Simulation models help to organize disjointed data and activities, 

and illustrates interrelationships previously unknmm. The perception 

of combinationai aspects of a complex problem and their effect on a sys-

tern can in many instances be handled only by a model. 

"For example, the problem of smog control is amenable to simu
lation techniques. A complete understanding of the problem in
volves the interrelationship of climate, the molecular behavior 
of gasses, the chemistry of engine exhaust, the number of ve
hicles, the geographic layout of the city, the availability of 
alternative means of transportation, the speed of traffic and 
the timing of traffic lights, the incomes of the population, the 
chemistry and biology of the lungs and blood stream, problems of 
microbes and virus growth under chemical, light, and temperature 
conditions produced by smog--among other problems." [27] 

The above smog control problem can be attacked through the use of 

simulation. Decision makers can see more clearly the aspects of the 

problem and ho>v they interrelate. By doing so, the information produced 

by the model can aid the decision maker in choosing between a number of 

alternative courses of action. 
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Linear Progrmmning Hodel 

As in other problem areas, management should be able to recognize 

those kinds of problems that are adaptable to linear programming analysis. 

Linear programming is an important development in management science meth-

odology. The purpose of linear programming is to provide a method of 

optimizing the allocation of scarce resources to competing demands. 

Generally speaking, methods for solving optimization problems, that 

is, problems which attempt to maximize or minin1ize a given function sub-

ject to a set of limitations or constraints, have been available for over 

a century. Following is a list of kinds of problems which have been 

solved by linear programming methods. IS] This list is not exhaustive, 

but indicates only a few examples. 

(1) Allocation of energy sources in electrical power generation. 

(2) Determining optimal mix of food products for beef cattle pro
duction. 

(3) Adapting production to variable and seasonal sales. 

(4) Allocation of limited raw materials and production facilities 
to the production of a multiple product line. 

(5) Optimum multiple plant and warehouse location. 

Two major assumptions which are required in using linear programming 

techniques include linearity and certainty. Linearity means all the rela-

tionships involve variables of the first degree and can be illustrated 

graphically by straight lines. Certainty requires that the value of all 

variables must be known and that all variables must be non-negative. 

Linear programming problems can be solved graphically or algebraically. 

A simplex method \vas developed to solve linear programming problems more 

efficiently by using a procedure for moving step by step from a given 



corner extreme point to an optimal corner extreme point. The simplex 

method, coupled with the use of the computer, has given management a 

very useful tool for solving certain business problems. 

Overall Systems 
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Information systems range from small bookkeeping systems to elabor

ate and complex corporate computer systems using sophisticated and exper

imental techniques and models. Most information systems used by small 

husinesses take advantage of accounting type models introduced at the 

beginning of this chapter. [3] The simpl~st and most efficient system 

that meets the needs of the user, small or large, will be the one best 

suited for its use. 

By Industry 

Examples of overall information systems for specialized industries 

are available from a number of sources. [24, 38] These example systems 

usually provide the accounting models adjusted for the particular needs 

of that industry. These systems can provide companies in the same indus

try guides to methods used to report standard information needed by that 

industry. The industry systems cover a wide range as exhibited by a list 

of a few of those industry systems: automobile repair system, children's 

dresses (manufacturing), bakeries, dentists, motels, etc. 

By Function 

Also available for guidance are general information systems or 

models, usually patterned after the traditional accounting type models, 

by function. [S, 19, 29] Functions represerited include planning and 



control systems, personnel administration systems, fixed property ancl 

investment systems, payroll systems, sales and receivable systems, and 

several others. These standard systems, by function, provide assistance 

in designing and implementing functional systems, which can be modified 

if needed for the particular companies needs. 

Summary 

This chapter has presented basic features of some accounting models, 

additional models not frequently used by small businesses, and some over

all systems, by industry and function. A basic understanding of these 

models and systems should provide a basis for determining techniques and 

statements which may be useful in the designing of financial information 

systems that fulfill the needs of small businesses. The use of financial 

information systems could reduce the high percentage of small business 

failures due to the lack of useful financial information by these com

panies. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A COMPUTERIZED 

FINANCIAL INFO&~ATION SYSTEM 

FOR SMALL BUSINESSES 

Introduction 

An information system for small businesses can be a valuable method 

of providing management with useful information for decision making. The 

purpose of this chapter is to illustrate an organized and structured in

formation system development methodology and to present the conceptual 

design of a computerized financial information system for small businesses. 

First, this chapter presents a development methodology from analysis, 

through design, justification, to implementation, and management consider

ations. Then the financial information system is illustrated. The output 

considerations and format are explained, followed by the input considera

tions, and a look at how the input data is transformed into output infor

mation. Finally, the overview of the system is presented, with the aid 

of flowcharts. 

Systems ~vork and the Information 

Systems Development Methodology 

In designing and implementing information systems for large or small 

organizations, either as a member of managem~nt or as on outside consul-



tant, it is important to take an organized and structured approach. If 

a complete and proven development methodology is follmved, the resulting 

system will more than likely meet the stated needs of the organization. 

Before presenting a conceptual design of a computerized financial infor-

mation system for small businesses, an information systems development 

methodology is given to provide a standard approach to this type of activ-

ity. 

Systems Analysis 

"Systems analysis is the separation of anything into its constituent 

parts, and the study and evaluation of these parts to see if there are 

better ways of meeting the needs of management." [ 4] The first step in 

any systems analysis is for the analyst to acquire an understanding of 

the reason or purpose for which the analysis is being undertaken. A basic 

understanding can usually be attained through preliminary interviews with 

the persons requesting, or authorizing, the systems analysis. Some basic 

reasons for initiating systems analysis are: [4] 

(1) Problem-solving--It might be that the present system is not 
functioning as required and the analyst is called upon to cor
rect this malfunction. 

(2) New Requirement--There could be a nevl requirement or regulation 
imposed upon the organization, or the need of a new system. 

(3) Implementing NeH Idea/Technology--another reason for conducting 
systems analysis might arise from a desire to implement a ne\v 
idea, piece of technology, or technique. 

(4) Broad Systems Improvement--Finally, systems analysis might be 
initiated simply because of a desire to find a better T,.;ay to do 
what is currently being done. 

Initially, in some instances, these reasons are vague and poorly de-

fined. However, the analyst must be careful to identify any specific ob-

jectives stated by the user or requester of systems analysis. 
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It is essential that the scope of the syste~s analysis he completely 

understood and documented in order to insure the system <malysis performed 

is within set boundaries in terms of duration, complexity, and expense. 

Once the syst0.ms analyst: has conducted the initial intervieh7 S, and deter

mines what systems analysis should be conducted, an understanding of what 

must be accomplished and the general approach toward this goal must be 

communicated formally to those having the authority for approval. 

Once the approval has been obtained on a proposal to conduct systems 

analysis, various sources of study facts are available for investigation. 

[37] The sources of study facts can be categorized into the existing sys

tem, internal sources, and external sources. The several advantages of 

analyzing the old system, if one exists, are to determine the effective

ness of the existing system, provide design ideas for the new system, 

identify the resources available for the new system, provide conversion 

knowledge for implementation, and provide a starting point for initiating 

a change to the new system. Internal sources include the employees of 

the organization, the existing papen.;rork and documentation of the company, 

and the relationship and structure of the units making up the business 

unit. The external study facts can encompass a Hide variety of informa-

tion and literature outside the organization. 

Once the analyst investigates the sources of study facts, he is pre

pared to communicate his findings in some type of systems analysis com

pletion report. It is important that prof,rcss is periodically communi

cated through reports to provide management the opportunity to stop work, 

modify, enter a wait state, or issue a conditional or 11nconditional pro

ceed. Upon approval of the s~stems analysis work, t~e general design 

phase may begin. 
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General Systems Design 

"~ystems design is concerned \vith the development of specifications 

for a proposed new system or subsystem \vhich achieves the requirements 

detailed during the systems analysis phase.'' [10] Eventually the sys-

terns design becomes a detailed elaboration of the systems analysis comple-

tion report. It is helpful in the design of a system that the analyst 

possess sufficient knowledge related to the organizational resources, 

user information requirements, other system requirements, methods of data 

processing, data operations, and design tools. Much of this information 

is obtained in the systems analysis phase, but some depends on the train-

ing and experiences of the analyst. 

In practice, the application of the design process is an iterative 

endeavor. As each of the design process elements is addressed by the 

analyst, he is usually forced to reexamine v7hatever structure or relation-

ship had been developed to date, and modify it to satisfy the new require-

ment. Some basic steps in the design process include the following: 

(1) defining the systems goal, (2) developing a conceptual model, (3) ap-

plying organizational constraints, (4) defining data processing activities, 

and (5) preparing some type of systems design proposal. [28] 

It is sometil.<es assumed that the identified systems requirements, 

and users information needs, must be met by the design of a neiV system. 

The analyst should be aware of other available alternatives. The analyst 

has several alternatives each time he or she evaluates a set of systems 

and user requirements: 

(1) The No Action Alternative--Reasons for choosing the alternative 
may include: a poor identification and definition of require
ments or needs, a determination that it is unfeasible to develop 
a meaningful system or solution to the user's needs, other sys-
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terns requests have higher priorities, or the user's needs as 
stated are not real needs. 

(2) Modify an Existing System Alternative--The majority of all sys
tems investigations conducted in organizations include some 
consideration of existing systems and subsystems. To effectively 
satisfy new or revised user requirements, the 2nalyst often re
commends modifying existing systems and subsystems. 

(3) Design a NeH System Alternative--This alternative is obviously 
the most complex and difficult solution to implement. Hhen an 
analyst recommends that a nev1 system be implemented, a decision 
must be made whether this system is to be developed from scratch, 
or whether an acceptable system can be purchased from other 
sources, to satisfy the user requirements. 

A general systems design proposal can be prepared to communicate to 

management and users in the organization how, at a broad level, the de-

signed system will satisfy their information and data processing require-

ments. Assuming management authorizes continuation of the project, it 

can be the forerunner of a final systems design report. 

Systems Evaluation and Justification 

System evaluation and justification is a p~ocess gone through to pre-

pare a final systems design report. [20] This type report can be the 

basic document Hhich management uses to make its decision as to whether 

or not the proposed systems design should be implemented.· 

The major considerations as to1.Jhether or not an organization under-

takes any project should always be stated in cost/effectiveness terms. 

If the effectiveness of a proposed system sufficiently outweighs costs of 

that system, then it is likely that the proposed system will be implemented. 

To receive a go/no go decision from management, the analyst can prepare a 

final systems design report which should contain, among other things, the 

results of the cost/effectiveness analysis. 
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In conducting a cost/effectiveness study the costs should be defined: 

by type, by behavior, by function, and by time. Secondly, effectiveness 

should be analyzed, followed by preparation of cost and effectiveness sum-

maries. 

In order to fully understand the implications of the costs of the 

proposed system, they should be analyzed according to the follmving cate-

gories: [ 11] 

(1) Definition of Costs by Type. 

a. Direct Costs--These costs repres~nt expenditures which can 
be identified as resulting from the proposed system 

b. Indirect Costs--These are overhead costs 1-1hich cannot be 
easily identified with the proposed system and are, thus 
portioned out to each area in the organization. 

(2) Definition of Costs by Behavior. 

a. Variable Costs--These costs fluctuate with volume changes in 
a direct manner. 

b. Nonvariable Costs--These costs might vary from period to 
period, but this fluctuation is not in response to vilume 
changes in a particular period. 

(3) Definition of Costs by Function. 

a. Development Costs--These are costs incurred to bring some
thing into being arnd making it better, more useful, etc. 

b. Operational Costs--These are costs which must be expended to 
make something ,,mrk or perform. 

c. Haintenance Costs--These costs are expended toward the sup
port, upkeep, and repair of the system. 

(4) Definition of Costs by Time. 

a. Recurring Costs--These costs are repeated at regular inter
vals, such as, payroll costs, or computer rental payments. 

b. Nonrectirring Costs--These costs will end at some specific 
point in time. The cost of computer program development is 
an exan~le of a nonrecurring costs. 

Once the costs of the proposed system have been investigated, atten-

tion must be turned to the effectiveness of the system. The effec-
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tiveness of the system. The effectiveness of any proposed system is 

measured in terms of direct benefits, sometines called tangible benefits, 

and indirect benefits, sometimes called intangible benefits. These 

benefits occur over the useful life of the system '.vhich runs, from the 

point of start-up, to the point of operational obsolescence. The direct 

benefits are cost savings resulting from the elimination of an operation, 

or from the increased efficiency of some process. Indirect benefits can

not be easily traced to the system itself, but in some way increase the 

effectiveness of the system. The effectiveness of a system is often 

difficult to state, however, an attempt should be made to express, in 

quantitative terms, those which can be identified. 

The final step in the cost/effectiveness analysis is the preparation 

of summaries of the results to be included in the report to management 

before approval for detailed systems design is given. 

Detailed Systems Design 

In order to transform a general or conceptual design into a unified 

system of people and machines Hho collect and process data, and produce 

information, the systems analyst must perform some detail systems design 

activities. 

The information system is a large and vc..Juable resource to the organi

zation. Ensuring that this resource is performing as required, and pro

tecting its operation from both internal and external misuse, begins in 

the design phase. For effective administration and control of an infor

mation system, an overall framework of organizational and procedural con

trols must be designed and implemented. Such a framework helps to ensure 

the stewardship of assets, reliability of operations, and general integrity 

of the system. 
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Host of the major control points can be grouped into these general 

categories and defined as follows: 

(1) External Control--These control functions emanate from, and are 
performed by, such groups as independent auditors and consul
tants, user departments, top management, special staff control 
groups, and various constituents of the organization. They 
establish an independent check on the overall activities of the 
system through observation and feedback. 

(2) Administrative Control--These controls emanate directly from 
nBnagement of the information system and are traditional manage
ment functions, such as selection and assignment of personnel, 
delineation of responsibilities, preparation of job descriptions, 
establishment of performance standards, etc. 

(3) Documentation Control--Documentation control refers to all of 
the communications prepared by the analyst and his cm.;rorkers 
during the developmental phase of the system, and to the formal 
procedures which describe each activity required in the informa
tion system's operations. 

(4) Processing Control--Processing controls ensure that data are 
accurately and reliably transformed into information. These 
controls include input controls, programming controls, hard\,7are 
controls, data base controls, and output controls. 

(5) Security Control--Security controls include all of the physical 
and logical preparations taken to ensure tl1at the system is not 
intentionally or unintentionally disrupted during operations. 

The detail system design activities required to satisfy these con-

trols result in a designed information system with its programs completed, 

the forms designed, the system fully documented with a complete operations 

manual and ready for implementation. 

Systems Implementation 

In order to implement the new system successfully, there are a few activi-

ties \vhich must be performed by the systems analyst 1.-Jrlich are generally 

not classified as design work. [35] These activities involve the train-

ing and educating of personnel, and the testing of the system. Also, be-

cause a new system mtJSt be implemented into the dynamic environment of an 
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organization, there is a special consideration, tern1ed systems conversion, 

required to achieve this implementation. Finally, the efforts of the sys

tems analyst do not end -.;.;rith the implement'ation of the system. An imple

mentation follow-up is often vital to the ~rcntual acceptance of the system. 

People are a key ingredient in any system. Providing adequate educa

tion and training both initially, and on a continual basis, is essential 

if a system is to achieve its objective. 

Testing the system is the final activity before implementation. In 

reality, testing occurs at many levels 1vithin a system, 1vi th the highest 

level being systems testing, There are several different approaches avail

able for testing. These approaches reflect a trade-off between the cost 

of preparing a test and the reliability obtained from the testing activity. 

Testing is an important activity in the implementation of a new system. 

The implementation of many new systems involves a conversion process 

from an existing system. The conversion process can include one or more 

considerations: an equipment conversion, a data processing method conver

sion, or a procedural conversion. Planning is an important aspect of con

version. Generally, a broad conversion plan is prepared before specific 

design and development activities begin, A specific conversion plan is 

prepared shortly before the actual implementation of the new system. 

Once the system has been impl~nentod, the systems analyst serves in 

a consultants role in systems follm.;r-up. Immediately after jmplementation, 

the analyst is available to assist operations anduscr personnel in under-

standing the new system, and in solving of any identified problems. After 

implementation, fol!m.;r-up management l·lill generally be responsible for the 

new information system and requires several unique considerations, 
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Management Considerations of the Information Syst~m 

Once the information system has been designed and implemented, the 

activities of management may determine the success or failure of the sys

tem. Some of the general activities that management may be responsible 

for include the following: the establishment of, and adherence to, a 

master plan for the information system; selection, training, and assign

ment of personnel; definition and description of each employee's respon

sibilities and duties; establishment of procedures and performance stan

dards; establishment of internal control; and the preparation and 

establishment of budgets, user request procedures, ~nd pricing t0~1ni~ues. 

[1] The variety of these activities stresses the importance of good sys-

tems management. 

Data center activities are generally routine in nature, and perfor

mance can usually be easily measured and controlled by management. On the 

other hand, since systems and progra~ming work are more creative in nature, 

they are difficult to manage. However, with the use of appropriate time 

estimates and control techniques, management's effectiveness in planning, 

scheduling and controlling these activities can be enhanced considerably. 

One significant area of management responsibility is systems main

tenance. Some co:Jmon causes of systems maintenance include emergency 

maintenance, routine maintenance, special reporting requests, and systems 

improvements. One of the major goals of management should be to develop 

a highly maintainable system. This objective can usually be accomplished 

by designing for change, the establishment of standard configuration poli

cies, the enforcement of ~aintenance policies through audit and control 

procedures, the organization of programmers and systems analysts for main

tenrmce ,,,c,.-:(, ancl by converti::g to more maintainable systems. 
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Auditing procedures are often used to ensure that management objec

tives are being met and that the integrity of the system is maximized. 

Several types of audits include: post implementation audit, routine 

operational audit, financial audit, and systems audit. Hany auditors, 

especially independent CPA auditors, are extended their traditional 

financial audits to include many aspects of the systems audit. 

In performing effective systemsvorkand ensuring that changes in 

the system are accepted by the personnel of the organization, both the 

systems analyst and the management of the information system must be a

\vare of human needs, especially the resistance to change, and see to it 

that all systems designs are compatible 1vith these needs. If the techni·

cal potential of information systems are to be realized, the various fac

tors arising from people problems must be satisfied first. The above 

considerations provide an organized and structured development methodology 

for designing and implementing a small business information system. 

The Financial Information System 

The remainder of this chapter deals cvith the presentation and dis

cussion of the conceptual design of a computerized financial information 

system for small businesses. The system uses the historical data of a 

small business as input. Based upon that data, it makes calculations, 

pro fon:mextensions, and rearrangements. Then tlw system outputs useful 

information in standard formats and statements to assist the small busi-

ness user in decision making. 

The system is designed to use the conversational pror,ramming system 

(CPS). CPS PL/I is the language used in \rr-iting programs by users in 

this system. I 12] The CPS system al:ImJS a single lorg;e computer to serve 
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many users simultaneously \vhile each has the illusion that the systcr.1 is 

responding to him only. Terminals, Hhich are similiar to regular type-

writers are used to interact Hith the computer. The nearly instantaneous 

processing under CPS is a benefit that small users and those accustomed 

to \Vaiting long periods of time for results can appreciate. The output 

considerations and formats are presented first. This makes it easier to 

understand the input considerations \vhich are shoHn next. Then the corn-

puter techniques and considerations necessary to transform the input data 

into the desired output information are d:iscussed to aid those who may 

wish to go from this conceptual design to a fully programmed system. 

Finally, an overvieH of the system, with an accompanying flowchart, and 

the conclusion are illustrated. 

Output Considerations and Format 

The small business financial information system (SBFIS) design takes 

the input data, which is discussed later, manipulates that data, and out-

puts the follm.,ring statements for the show-n periods: 

(1) Historical Balance Sheets (for up to twelve periods) , 

(2) Historical Income Statements (for up to twelve p~riods), 

(3) Sources and Uses of Funds Statement (for up to twelve periods), 

(4) Ratio Analysis Report (for up to twelve periods), 

(5) Pro forma Balance Sheets (for up to twelve periods), 

(6) Pro forrno. Income Statements (for a user determined number of 
periods), 

(7) Cash Budget (for twelve months). 

Exhibit 2 presents a flm.,rchart of these output statement. The flow-

chart shoHs the logical order of the statements and how they relate to 
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one another. Next, each of these statements and their proposed format 

will be examined individually. 

Historical Balance Sheets. The balance sheet attempts to present 

the value associated with the business assets, liabilities, and owner's 

equity at a given point in time. The system is designed to allow the 

user to output up to twelve periods of historical balance sheets. This 

gives the user the option of analy::dng yearly information or monthly in-

formation for a full year. 

In order to design a flexible system, for use by any small busin~ss, 

a standard set of accounts is used in the statements. This may require 

the user to rearrange some of his data to correspond to the standard 

accounts. Also, to save program space, account titles are abbreviated 

while still keeping them clearly identifiable. 

The balance sheet line items and format are presented below: 

CASH 
ACCTS REC 
Il\\TENTORY 
OTHER CUR ASSETS 
TOT.L\1 CUR ASSETS 
NET FIXED ASSETS 
TOTAL ASSETS 

ACCTS PAY 
OTHER CUR LIABS 
TOTAL CUR LIABS 
LG TH LIABS 
COM STK 

P:FD STK 
RET EARNI:·JGS 
TOTAL LlrillS & EQUITY 

PERIOD X 

XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 

XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
2CVC 

.XX 

.XX 

.XX 

.XX 

.XX 

.XX 
1.0 

.XX 

.XX 

.XX 

.XX 

.XX 

.x..x 

.x..x 
1.0 

Two columns are presented for each period. The first gives the absolute 

amount of the corresponding line items and the second gives the percentage 

amount each asset is of the total assets or each liability or equity is of 

the total lic1bilitil·s and equity. 
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Up to twelve periods of statements may he presented. If the user 

chooses to output the m.qximu1:1 number of periods :Lt is presented in a 

four--by-three matrix; Hith periods one through four across the first 

horizontal level, five through eight across the second, and nine through 

twelve across the last horizontal level. 

Histori~al Income Statements. The income statement attempts to 

match the expenses associated \vith the revenues earned during a speci-

fie period of time. Again, the system will output up to twelve histori-

cal income statements, depending upon the detennination of the user. 

The standard income statement line items and format are as follm.;rs: 

PERIOD X 

SALES XXX 1.0 
COGS XXX XX 
HARGIN XXX XX 
TOTAL OFER EXPS XX.X XX --EBIT XXX XX 
INT EXP XXX XX 
EDT :xxx XX 
TAXES XXX XX 
NET INC XXX XX 

DEP XXX XX 
DEC IN NON CASH CUR ASSETS XXX XX 
INC IN CUR LIABS XXX X,'{ 

CASH FLOH FROH O:::'ERS XXX XX 

An additional determination of cash flm.;r from operations is presented 

with the traditional income statement to provide more useful information 

to the user. Cash flow from operations is defined as net income plus de-

preciation, decreases in non cash current assets and increases in current 

liabilities. [25] 

Two columns are presented for each as with the balance sheets. In 

the second column each line item is expressed as a percentage of sales 

for that period. Again a four-by-three matrix presentation of the per-

iods is fGllowed if the user selects to output the maximum of twelve periods. 
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Sources and Uses of Funds Statement. A "rough and ready" sources 

and uses of funds statement illustrates the increases and decreases in 

the balance sheet accounts during a specific period of time and provides 

information about the short or long term nature of the sources and uses 

of funds. Sources of funds include decreases in assets, increases in 

liabilities, and increases in equities. Conversely, uses of funds in-

elude increases in assets, decreases in liabilities, and decreases in 

equities. 

Thus, the above definitions are used in the following presentation 

of the format for the sources and uses of funds statement: 

CASH 
ACCTS REC 
INVENTORY 
OTHER CUR ASSETS 
NET FIXED ASSETS 
ACCTS PAY 
OTHER CUR LIABS 
LG TM LIABS 
COH STK 
PRD STK 
RET EARl'HNGS 

PERIOD X 

SOURCES 

XXX 
XXX 

XXX 
XXX 

XX,'{ 

XXX 
XXX 
XXX 

USES 

XXX 

XXX 
XXX 

As illustrated, a line item can represent only a sourse or use of funds, 

not both. Also, the sources will always equal the uses during any given 

period. Since only a maximum of t\velve periods of historical balance 

sheet accounts can be used as input and the sources and uses of funds 

statements represent changes betueen periods, a maximum of eleven state-

ments are given. Thus, they are presented with periods one through four 

on the first horizontal level, five through eight on the second, and 

nine through eleven on the third. The sources and uses of funds state-

ment <1ssists the sm~1ll business user in an<1lyzing changes in balance 
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sheet items and checking if short or long term uses are being financed 

by short or long term sources. 

Ratio Analysis Reports. Ratio analysis reports assist the user in 

financial analysis by making comparisons of key values to gain additional 

information about the organizations liquidity, leverage, activity, and 

profitability. Suggested ratios for the above four areas are used in the 

report and are defined using the previously displayed standard balance 

sheet and income statement line items, as follmvs: [ 7] 

(1) Liquidity ratios: 

a. Current = Total current assets + Total current liabilities 
b. Quick = (Total current assets - inventory) + Total current 

liabilities 

(2) Leverage ratios: 

a. Debt to total assets = (Total current liabilities + long 
term liabilities) + Total assets 

b. Times interest earned = (~arnings before taxes + interest 
expense) + Inter~st expense 

(3) Activity ~atios: 

a. Inventory turnover Sales + Inventory 
b. Fixed asset turnover Sales + Net Fixed Assets 
c. Total asset turnover = Sales + Total assets 

(4) Profitability ratios: 

a. Profit margin on sales = Net income + Sales 
b. Return on total assets = Net income + Total assets 
c. Return on net uorth = Net income + (Common stock + preferred 

stock + retained earnings) 

The following format is used to illustrate the ratio analysis report 

in the small husiness financial information system: 

Ratios 

CURRENT 
QUICK 
DEBT TO TOTAL ASS[TS 
TIMES INTEREST Ei\lZ~ED 

Period X 

XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 



--

(cont'd) 

IN"VENTC'J.Y T:m.NOVER 
FIXED ASSET TURNOVER 
TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER 
PROFIT MARGIN ON SAtES 
RETURN ON TOTAL ASSETS 
RETURN ON NET WORTH 

XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
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This ratio analysis report should provide the small business user Hith 

valuable information. The liquidity ratios provide information on the 

firm's ability to meet its short term obligations, the leverage ratios 

on the firm's risk of financial leverage, the activity ratios on the 

efficient employment of assets, and the profitability ratios on the sue-

cess of the firm in meeting return objectives. This report is presented 

in a four-by-three matrix when all twelve periods are desired. 

Pro forma Balance Sheets and Income Statements. Pro forma financial 

statements are ones that show how the actual statements will look if cer-

tain specific assumptions are realized. The same standard accounts are 

used for these statements, as were used for the historical balance sheets 

and income statements, therefore, the format Hill not be repeated. The 

value of each line item account is sho1,m in a column for each of the user 

determined periods projected. 

Regression analysis is used on the past sales from the historical 

income statements presented to form a trend for projecting sales for the 

pro forma statementS· Then the historical relationship between the past 

sales and past balance sheet and income statement accounts are also pro-

jected to determine the pro forma balance sheet arid income statement 

accounts to be associated with the projected pro forma sales. 

The pro forma ba12'1Ct' sheets and income statements assist the small 

business user in planning for tl1e future and obtaining longer term goals. 
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Monthly Cash Budget. The cash budget attempts to show projected 

cash flows, including receipts, disbursements, and net casl1, for a firm 

over a specific period. The following monthly cash budget format is used 

in the financia_l information system for small businesses: 

Honth X 

SALES XXX 
COLLECTIONS - 1ST MO :x;xx 
COLLECTIONS - 2ND MO XXX 
COLLECTIONS 3RD MO XXX 
OTHER RECIEPTS XXX 
TOTAL RECEIPTS XXX 

PURCHASES XXX 
OPERATING EXPENSES XXX 
OTHER PAYMENTS XXX 
TOTAL PAYHENTS XXX 
NET CASH XXX 
BEGINNING CASH XXX 
CUMMULATIVE CASH XXX 

The system user stipulates the projected percentage of sales collected 

in each of the three months following the sales period. The monthly cash 

budget is presented for a t\velve-month period, with all periods shown in 

one horizontal level across the output page. The monthly cash budget 

assists the user in determining his future cash flows and arranging for 

credit to meet deficits and investment opportunities for any surplus. 

Input Considerations 

The input program of the small business financial information system 

is presented in the Appendix A, along with an example execution of the 

program in Appendix B. This shows how the 11ser actually gets on the com-

puting system via remote terminals and inputs the required data of the 

financial information syst.or.t. The program is \vrittcn in CPS PL/1, as 

mentioned previously. 



Basically, the input program does the follmving tasks: 

(1) declares the input arrays and their dimensions, 

(2) gives basic instructions and definitions to the user, 

(3) shows the association bet,.;een account titles and array dimen
tions, 

(4) asks the user to specify the number of periods desired, and, 

(5) asks the user to supply input data as requested. 
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The program shows the association between account titles and array 

dimensions, but a brief explanation here may be helpful. The historical 

balance sheet accounts are symbolized by a tlvo-dimensional array called 

BS(I,J), where I represents the number of balance sheet line item accounts 

and J represents the number of periods of statements to be read in, which 

can be specified by the user from one to N periods. The historical bal-

ance sheet account symbols, 1vhere N. is less than or equal to t1velve, is 

listed below: 

CASH 
ACCTS REC 
INVENTORY 
OTHER CUR ASSETS 
NET FIXED ASSETS 
ACCTS PAY 
OTHER CUR LIABS 
LG T.l:'I LIABS 
COM STK 
PFD STK 
RET EARlHNGS 

BS(l,l), BS(l,2), 
BS(2,1), BS(2,2), 
BS(3,1), BS(3,2), 
BS(4,1), BS(4,2), 
BS(S,l), BS(5,2), 
BS(6,1), BS(6,2), 
BS(7,1), BS(7,2), 
BS(8,1), BS(8,2), 
BS(9,1), BS(9,2), 
BS(lO,l), BS(l0,2), 
BS(ll,l), BS(ll,2), 

BS(l,N) 
BS(2,N) 
BS(3,N) 
BS(4,N) 
BS(S,N) 
BS(6,N) 
BS(7,N) 
BS(S,N) 
BS(9,N) 

BS(lO,N) 
BS(ll,N) 

VJithin the program DO LOOPS are used to request the balance sheet accounts 

forthe first period, then the second, through N periods. (i.e., BS(l,l), 

BS(2,1), . . , BS(ll,l), BS(l,2), BS(2,2), . , BS(ll,2), ... , BS(ll,N). 

Within the program, similar arrays are used to represent the historical 

income statements input data (IS(I,J~}, the monthly cash budget input data 

(CB(T ,J)), and so forth. T1wsc array symbols and associated accounts are 



explained to the user in the program so they Hill not be listed again 

here. 
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The example execution of the program is provided to shm..r hm..r to 8et 

onto the computing system via remote terminals and ho\V the input data is 

entered. The only difference is that each individual is required to have 

his own user identification number and password. 

From Input to Output 

The output considerations, format, and input coniderations, including 

the input program and sample execution, of the conceptually designed finan

cial information system for small businesses has been presented. To pro

gress from input to designed output requires a more detailed knowledge of 

CPS PL/1 than the author possesses. Therefore, the techniques mentioned 

in this section can be further developed by using the current Convers~-

tional Progra~~::!:_~g System (CPS) Terminal Users Hanual. [12] It is hoped 

an interested reader with a higher level of CPS PL/1 expertise will take 

this conceptual design and carry it through to a fully programmed and oper

ational financial information system for small businesses. 

The input program, presented in Appendix A, should piovide all of the 

necessary data to be used to output the previously illustrated output 

statements. Next will be several co~~ents on techniques to use to get 

from the given input to the designed output. 

One limitation of CPS PL/1 is that a maximum amount of tHelve pages 

(one page equals 4,096 bytes of storage) of primary storage can be uti

lized by the system at one time. Because of the large amount of storage 

required in this system, the use of external procecll•rc:s is required. In 

addition, e;:Jch external procedure is liillited to fouT pages. A m<-cster pro-
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gram is set up with the sole task of calling into storage one or two ex-

ternal procedures at a time. The e.'>:ternal procedures are simply modules 

or small segments of the total system. For example, the total systc-'m 

may require a total of twenty pages of primary storage; eight pages above 

the twelve page maximum. Assume the system consists of one master call 

program of four pages and four external procedures of four pages each, 

totally the required twenty pages. The master call program could call in 

two external procedures, execute them, and release them, then call in the 

final two external procedures, execute them, and release them. Through 

this technique, the system requiring twenty pages of primary storage could 

be executed with no more than the t'>·.relve page maximum of storage used at 

one time. 

In the designed financial information system, a separate external pro-

cedure should be used for the input program, and each of the sevFn output 

statements or reports. Including the master call program, this would re-

quire nine separate programs or external procedures. 

An example in regard to the financial information system is sho\ID 

here to further explain the use of the master program and external proce-

dure. 

Statements in master call program: 

10. DCL INPUT ENTRY EXT KEY(Z); 
15. DCL BAL SET ENTRY EXT KEY(Z); 
20. CALL INPUT (BS); 
25. CALL BAL SHT; 
30. RELEASE; 

Statements in external procedure (INPUT): 

10. INPUT: PROC (BS); 

90. END INPUT; 



Statements in external procedure (BALSHT) 

10. BALSHT: PROC; 

90. END BALSHT; 
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The statements in the master call program first declare the INPUT and 

EALSHT external procedures along with their keys. Then it calls into 

primary stor<Jge the INPUT external procedure with its input array BS. 

Next, the BALSHT external procedure is called into storage. It takes the 

BS array and uses it in combination with its program statements to make 

calculations and output the historical balance sheets. Then the master 

call program releases these external procedures from storage to continue 

called others to proform calculations and output other statements and re

ports. The statements in the external procedures first declare the pro

cedure, then has various statements to perform the calculations and out

put the statements, and terminates with an end statement. The use of 

external procedures is a major technique to get from the given to the 

designed output in the financial information system because of the large 

amount of storage required. 

With the provided input program and designed output statements and 

formats, and knowledge of the external procedure techniques, the concent

ually designed financial iufon,ation system for small businesses is 

complete. As mentioned previously, it is hoped that further work can be 

done in the detailed programming area to make this system into a fully 

programmed and operational system. 

Ovcrvie\·1 of the system 

Exhibit 3 presents in flowchart form the overview of the financial 

information syst·e1:1 for 8mall businesses. The flmvchart shmvs the ordering 
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and interrelationships between the programs, processes, and statements. 

Summary 

This chapter first presented a structured information systems de

velopment methodology. This methodology is offered for both organization 

insiders or outsiders in development of systems. This section progressed 

from systems analysis, general systems design, systems evaluation and 

justification, detail systems design, systems implementation, to manage

ment considerations of the information system. Secondly, the chapter 

presented the conceptual design of the financial information system for 

small businesses. The explanation included discussion of output consider

ations and format, input considerations, concerns for moving from input 

to output, and a flowchart presentation of an overview of the system. The 

intent of the chapter was to provide the small business organization with 

a structured systems development methodology and a financial information 

system that \vill be of assistance in gathering and presenting useful in

formation for decision analysis. 
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SilliN.i\RY AND CONCLUSION 

A lack of use of financial information by small businesses has con-

tributed to their high percentage of failures. [13] One reason for this 

is that many businesses do not have any kind of models or systems to 

gather their ra\v data, condense and summarize that data, and then report 

it in a useful format to assist in decision making. It is felt that the 

conceptually designed financial information system for small business 

should contribute to the solution of the above problem. 

System Values 

The financial information system for small businesses uses the CPS 

PL/1 programming language. The conversational programming system allmvs 

the user to enter his input data, in a relatively short time, through re

mote terminals. The system is designed to make calculations and manipu

late the historical input data and to output useful information in an 

organized format. The output reports and statements include historical 

balance sheets, historical income statements, sources and uses of funds 

statements, and ratio analysis reports, all for up to twelve periods; 

pro forma balance sheets and income statements for a user determined 

number of periods; and a t\velve month cash budget. It is felt that the 

value added by these reports and statements will assist the small business 

user in his decision making. 

Implications For Further Design 

The output considerations, format, and input considerations, including 

the input program and sample execution, on the conceptually designed finan-
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cial information system for small businesses has be~n presented. It is 

hoped an interested reader with a higher level of CPS PL/1 expertise will 

take this conceptual design and carry it through to a fully programmed 

and operational financjal information systP-m for small businesses. 
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APPENDIX A 

INPUT PROGRAM STATEHENT LISTING 
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DECLARE BSC11v12),ISC5v12),CBC5,12),DEP<12),pS(2)vPCC3); 
PUT LISTC'THIS SYSTEM ASSISTS THE USER IN THE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF BUSINESSES.'); 
PUT Lrs·rc'GIVEN LIMITED DATA BY ·rHE USER THE SYSTEM OUTPUTS THE FOLLOWING'); 
PUT LISTC'STATEMENTS AND INFORMATION: HISTORICAL BALANCE SHEETS AND INCOME'); 
PUT LISTC'STATEMENTS~ SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS STATEMENTS, AND RATIO ANALYSIS'); 
PUl LISfC'REPORTSY ALL FOR UP TO TWELVE F'ERIODS; PROFORMA BALANCE SHEETS AND')~ 
PUT LlSfC'INCOME STATEMENTS FOR A USER DETERMINED NUMBER OF PERIODS; AND A'); 
PUT LIS"fC 1 TWELVE MONTH CASH BUDGET.')~ 
p u T 1... J ~:; T ( I I ) y 
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r·u T 1 ... r ~:; r < ~ ' ) y 

1:·u T 1... 1 ~:; T c I D A L r.,r~ c E s H c E T A c co u N r s w HE~~ E N < ,,,, 
r:· u T L .. J ~; T c ~ c (~ ~; H • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • B ~:; < :1. , 1 > 
PUT L I ~:;T ( I {)CCT F<CC ••••••••••••••••• D~:; ( ~-~ f 1) 

r· u T L J ~; T c ' I N v E N T u ~~ Y • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • u ~; < 3 ~ 1. > 
F' l.J T 1... I ~:; T ( ' 0 T H E:~ I( C l.J F< (ll:; ~3 E T S • • • • • • • • • B ~:; ( 4 v :1. ) 

PUT LISfC'N[T FIXED ASSETS ••••••••• DSC5v:l.) 
r:·l.J T I_ I ~:; T ( ' A C C: T ::; 1:· {) Y • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • B ~; < 6 , 1 ) 
r· u T 1._ I<:; T c ' o T H r:: F< cur< L :rAE<~; •••••••••• B ::; ( 7 r :1. > 
r:· u T L I ~; T < I L u T M 1... I A r.~ ~; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n s < r.; v 1 > • 
r:o U T L. ::: ~:iT < ' CD M S T 1\ • • • • • • • • • • + • • • • • • • B ~:; ( <? Y l ) 
r· u T L_ 1 ~:; T c ' r:· r:- n ::; T :< • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n s < 1 o , 1 > 
PUT LISTC'RET EARNINGS ••••••••••••• BSC11,1) 
r:· u T L 1 ~:; T < ' ' > ; 

1 2 r:· 1::: F~ 1 n n ~:; • • > ' 
T I·HW B ~; ( 1 ~ N ) I ) , 

T H IW B f:) ( 2 v N ) ' ) 9 
T H ~~ u B ~) ( 3 ~ N ) I ) y 
T H F( u B ~:; ( 4 y N ) I ) ; 

THFW B~3C5rN) 1 ) 9 
T H ~~ l.J B ~; ( f.> v N ) ' ) Y 
T H F< l.J B ~:; ( / y N ) I ) y 
THi<U BSCUvN)') 9 
TI/Fd.J B ::; ( 9 y N ) I ) ; 

T H F~ U B ~:; ( 1 0 v 1~ ) ' ) ; 
T H F< u B ::; ( 1 1 l' N ) I ) v 

F·l.J T L J ::; T < 1 I N C U r1 [ S T A T E t1 EN T A C C 0 U N T ~; W HE F< E N < "" :l 2 F' E f~ I CJ D S • ' ) ; 
r:· U T L I U T < ' ::; ({ L E ~; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I ::; < 1 v 1 ) 
PUT 1...1::n <'cue;:; ••••••••••••••••••••• :r::; < 2,1 > 
PUT I._I~>T< 'TCJTAI... OF'EF~ EXF'~l ••• •• ••••• I~)(3~1> 
F' u T 1._ I ~:; T ( I I N T EX r:· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I ~; ( 4 y 1 ) 

THFW I~;< 1 v N) ' ) 1 
nm u n; c2 d-n ' > ; 
THFW Is< 3 dn ' >; 
Tlmu r~:><4vN> '>; 

F'l.JT l...I~:lTC 'TAXE~:; •••••••••••••••••••• I~:;c~'.'j~ J.) THh:U I~:;c~'.'jyN) '); 
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,.) t • 

r·:· 1:.~ 
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1:_·.-.; ~:.-) f· :1. 

:·.:.i ~:.'j ~ :2 
:.-; :5 t :~ 
~ .. ) ~:_·j + 4 
r··· < 
,) ..., . 
/,() ~ 
(~;. :L + 

! '')" 

u,,;"' 

/) 11 6 

(~) '} • :1. 

(:·) 4. 2. 
(J 'l. 3 
6,,1., 4 

6 ~5 t 

(J CJ • 

PUT LIGT<' '); 
PUT LISTC'DEPRECIATION ACCOUNT WHERE N <= 12 PERIODS.'); 
F' u T I_ I ;:; r < ' n E:r:· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • D E P < :t > nm u D c r- < N > ' > ;: 
F'UT L.J;>T<' ')9 
PUT LIST('CASH BUDGET ACCOUNTS WITH VALUES PROJECTED FOR EACH OF THE 12 NEXT MONTHS.'); 
P u r L I ;:; T < ' r; ('d .. Y s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • c n < 1 , 1. > T l·m u c n < 1. , N > I > ; 
F' U T L I ~; T ( ' () T H [ F< F< E C E I P T ;3 • • • • • • • • • • • C B ( ~?. 1 1 ) T H F< U C B ( 2 9 N ) ~ ) 1 
PUT LJSTC 1 PURCHASES •••••••••••••••• CB(3,1) THRU CBC3vN) 1 ); 

F u T L 1 ~:; T ( I () F' E F~ EX F' ~) • + •• + + • • • • • • • • • • c B ( 4 , 1 ) T H F< u c B ( 4 , N ) I ) ; 

PuT '- HiT < ' en HEr-~ PAy M T s ••.•••••••••• c D c ~s , :1. > nm u c B <:'5 , ~n ' > ;: Ex P F< E ~;sED M> D c c r MAL • ' > ; 
F' U T L I ~; T ( 1 P E F< C E N T E~ A L E ~; C 0 L L E C TED • • F' C ( :l ) T H F< l.J P C: ( :5 ) I N ~:; A L E S t1 0 AND F~ U i... t. CJ ~J I N G 2 M 0 S ,'' 
PUT LISTC 1 PAST 2 MOS SALES ••••••••• PS<1> T~1RU PS<2> PRICJR TCJ BUDGET PERICJD.'); 
r:· u r 1.. :r ::; T < I Dr:: G c A ~; H • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n c P r~ I or-~ T u n u v c.; c T r:· E r-~ I o v • I > ; 
F' u T 1... I ::; T ( I I ) ; 

PUT LIST<'THE USER WILL NOW BE REQUESTED TO ENTER HIS DATA FOR THE BALANCE SHEET'); 
PUT liSl'C'AC:CTS, INCOME STA'fEMENT ACCTSv CASH BUDGET ACCTSv AND DEPRECIATION'); 
r:· u T 1... :r ;:; r < ' A c c T r; 9 I N T H 1:1 r u r< D c r~ , r o F: T H c N u M r.{ E r~ u F _ r:~ c Fi:): o D ::; u r- _ To :1. ::!. Y u u ::; [ L. c c T • ' > 1 
PUT I...ISl'('FCIR EXAMPLEY BS(3,1) RCPRESENTS THE INVENTORY ACCT IN THE FIRST, MOST'); 
F' U T 1... I ::> T ( ' H 1 ;:; T D Fi: I CAL , F' E Fi: J () D • D ~:; C <'J r 3 ) F~ E F' F~ E ::; EN T ::; T H [ C fJ ~i ~:; T i'\ A C C T · F 0 r-< THE T H I F~ D F' E F~ I 0 Ir • ' ) ; 
F' u T L.. I ::; T ( I I ) ; 

PUT LISTC'FOR HOW MANY PERIODS, N, UP TO 12 DO YOU WISH TO ENTCR DATA FOR?'); 
u r::: T 1... I ::; T ( N ) y • I 

PIJT LIS'f('EN'f[R YOUR DAfA FOR THE BALANCE SHECT AC:CTS FOR ',N,' PERIODS.'); 
DU ,J:"' :L TCJ N; 
li U I :::: :i. T 0 :1. :l v 
GET I...ISTCBS(J,J)); 
END 
END 
F'l.JT 

. 
y 

t.. :un < , , ' ; 
PUT I...ISTC'ENTER YOUR DATA FOR THE INCOME STATEMENT ACCTS FOR ',N,' PCRIODS.'); 



()?. 

() 7. l 
~..,? + ::.~ 
( .. , ..• 
. :) I • ,:J 

!.!/. 4 
(:, u 6 

{,C/. 

?0. 
/O.t 
?0.2 
/0.3 
70.4 
., ·j 

I-'· • 
-·· '') I-: .. + 
..... , 
/ ,_,. 
'7:'5.1 
... , ., ") 
I .... ) • ~~.· .. 

74. 
···,r.:· 
/ ,J. 

/!__,. 
?l. 
"""1(:) 

I CJ + 
.... ;,.) 
I 'T + 

f.l () • 
~3 :!. • 
C2. 
E3. 
04. 
t~ :~j • 

Ufl. 

v U ,J :::: :1. ·1 U N ;; 

I:l 0 I :::: :1. T U ::'i 1 
GET LISTCTSCI,J)); 
END 
END 
r:· U T !... I f:l T ( ' ' ) ; 
PUT LISTC'ENTER YOUR DATA FOR THE CASH BUDGET ACCTS FOR 12 PERIODS.'); 
DCJ -.J::::i. TO :1.2;; 
1:1 D I ,,, :l T D ~:'i ; 
GET LIST<CBCI,J))p 
CNI:l 
ENLI ; 
r:· U T L I ~; T C ' ' ) ; 
PUT LISTC'ENTER YOUR DATA FOR THE DEPRECIATION ACCTS FOR ',N,' PERIODS~'); 
DCJ J::::J TON; 
GET LIST<DEPCI)); 
[N[I 

PUT LJf:)T(' '); 
PUT !...ISTC'ENTER YOUR DATA FOR THE PAST 2 MOS SALES, THE MOST HISTORICAL FIRST.'); 
e:; r:: T l I ~; T ( F' ;:; ) ¥ 

PUT LI3T(' ');; 
PUT LISTC'ENTER YOUR DATA FOR THE PERCENT QF SALES COLLECTED AS DESCRIBED ABOVE.'); 
GET I...ISTCPC)v 
F'l.JT LI~:;T (I I); 
I~UT I...ISTC'CNTER THE BEGINNING CASH BALANCE PRIOR TO THE CASH BUDGET PERIOD.'); 
G 1:: T 1... 1 ;:; T ( D C ) ; 
F' U T 1... I ~:; T < ' ' ) ; 
pu·r LISTC'FOR HOW MANY PERIODS, M, DO YOU WISH TO PRINT PROFORMA STATEMENTS.'); 
G E T L. I ~:; T < M ) ; 
PUT LISl.C'YOUR DATA HAS BEEN INPUT INTO THE SYSTEM, T~~IS COMPLETES THE INPUT PROGRAM.'); 



APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLE EXECUTION OF INPUT PROGRA}f 



LOGON • 
IKJ56700A ENTER USERID -
r: ~:; ::.~ t.J o :1. 6 
ENTER PASSWORD FOR BS2U016-
F I 4 ~:-~)?) 
P::;?L!(!J() LUCUN IN r:·r~UGI~:Cf>~:; AT 20!52!32 ON ~1AY :t, 19/'7 
r·~ u r : :: r ; t: r:, c r1 ~; T rl L ;;; ;:; (:1 u r: ;:; 
r:; r:· ~; 1... U U J N 
C l' ;:; Y T ~ 1... I I -1 !:: ::; I Z. [ ( :1. 4 0 ) 
? L. ::1 t: I:! ( li·J F · U T ) 
·;'x;::_u 

, T I I T ~:; ::; Y ::; T EJ1 M> f.) I ;:; T ::; THE U ;:; E R I N THE F I NAN C I A L AN A L n; If:) 0 F B W3 I N [ ~~ S E !3 • 
r:; T v' [ i l !. .. I i ·1 I TED DATA BY T H L U ;:; L F.: THE: !3 Y ;:; T [ t1 CJ U T F' U T f:l THE r:· Cll... L U W I N (J 

STAfEMENTS AND INF.ORMATION! HISTORICAL BALANCE SHEETS AND INCOME 
ST~TEMLN·rs, SOURCLS AND USES OF FUNDS STATEMENTS, AND RATIO ANALYSIS 
!(;~:?Ui~T;; 1 (il .. L. 1::u1~ ur:· TU Tl.JE::I. .. VF F'EF~JCJD!3 i F'f-(CJFCJF~t·l(t Btti...ANCE GHECT;:; AND 
I !'J C: ~:J >1 ;:~ ::; T r'i T El·lLN Tf:) FUI~ A u;:; EF( DET EF(r·l IN E::D Nl.Jf'lf<[F( OF F' EF~ I 0 [If) t AND A 
TlJ!:L..t)L r·iUi'~TH C(l;:;H 1-:!l.JI:!Cii:::T. 

T i T U ~:; C F~ I,.J T I... I... n E F~ E U, U [ ;;; T [:X) HJ E:: NT EF~ H I f:) F H) M~ C I A 1... It AT A rem ;:; ELECTED 
(,:_;;;:.)\ :;;r~:; •· IT rl(lY nr;:: NECEr;~:;AF(Y TCJ F~EAr:;:r~ANGE YCJUf-~ DATA TCJ F'IT THC::;E 
!'i~:C:Ul.ii'JT~:;. THE L.:C:>T:U~G ur:· THE:: r~CCOUNT::; AND TI·H::H~ UYMDCJI...::l 'AF~E M> r·CJl.UJW~'3! 

D~L~NCE SHEE·r ACCOl.JNl·s WHE::RE N <~ 12 PERIODS. 
C (, ' ; H , , • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r<:; ( :1. , :1. ) T H F<l.J D ;:; < :t 1 N ) 
(\ r:: C T r:: C! ; • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • B ~:; ( 2 , 1 ) 
I i·!t)[i"·!TUF<Y •••••• , ••••••••• r<;:; ( 3, :l) 
U I I i ! : i :: C U i< t1 ~:; ;:; E:: T S • • • • • • • • • D ;:; ( 4 , :l ) 
NET FIXED ASSETS ••••••••• BS(5,1) 
('J C C T:':> F' A Y • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • B ::; < 6 , 1 ) 
U T H [ r·:; C l.J F~ 1... I r~ B f.) • • • • • • • • • • D ::; ( ? , :l ) 
L. C l ~~ L. I A D ~; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I:< ;:; < U , :l ) 
c u i"i ;:; Tl"\ • + • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n ~:; ( r; p :1. ) 
r:· F D ;:; ·r I\ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • D ;:; ( :1. 0 , :1. ) 

THF<U B!:> < ::.;, N) 
THF(l.J n;:;(3,N) 
THF<U Fl;:; < 4, N) 
THFW I<>< ;'5 P t~) 

THF~U B!:J(f.lpN) 
THF~U n;:;('/vN) 
THF(l.J D!:J(iJyN) 
THHU n:;;(<JvN) 
THF\U n;:; ( :LO ~ N > 

f~ F T C r.~ r:~ (,1 T ~~ U ;;; • • • • • • • • • • • • • D ;;; ( :l :1. , :1. ) T H r( lJ B ;:; ( :1. :t. , N ) 



INCOME STATEMENT ACCOUNTS WHERE N<= 12 PERIODS. 
3ALES••••••••••••••••••••ISC1r1) THRU ISC1rN) 
COGS ••••••••••••••••••••• ISC2r1) THRU ISC2rN> 
TOTAL OPER EXPS •••••••••• ISC3,1) THRU IS(3,N) 
IUT FXP •••••••••••••••••• IS(4r1) THf\U ISC4rN) 
T0.XES •• •• •• ••. ••• •• •• • •• .ISC5r1) THF~l.J ISC5rN) 

DFPrECI~TION ACCOUNT WHERE N <= 12 PERIODS. 
DEP••••••••••••••••••••••DEPCl) THRU DEPCN> 

C0SH BUDGET ACCOUNTS WITH VALUES PROJECTED FOR EACH OF THE 12 NEXT MONTHS. 
::. , ', ! .Y ~:; • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• C f.l C :!. , 1 ) T H FW C B ( :1. , N ) 
::; ; ; ! I:: i \ r:: [ (:; E I F' T ::_; • • • • • •••• • • C B ( 2 , :J. ) T H F~ U C B ( 2 r N ) 
r-u>~c:-:t:':Ji:;:~:; •••••••••••••••• en< 3, :l > THrw CDc 3 r N) 
OPER EXPS••••••••••••••••CBC4r1) THRU CDC4rN) 
01-~ER PAYMTS ••••••••••••• CDC5r1) THRU CBC5rN) 
F'E::F:c;;:~:rr ::;~: ... E:; COI...L.E::c-n::r:: •• F'C < :1.) THFW PC< 3 > IN SALES MD AND FOLLOWING 2 MOS' EXPRESSED AS DECIMr~L. 
PAST 2 MOS SALES ••••••••• PSC1) THRU PSC2) PRIOf\ TO BUDGET PERIOD. 
BEG C0SH•••••••••••••••••BC PRIOR TO BUDGET PERIOD. 

THE USER WILL NOW BE REQUESTED TO ENTER HIS DATA FOR T•{E BALANCE SHEET 
0CCTSr INCOME STATEMENT ACCl·s, CASH BUDGET ACCTS, AND DEPRECIATION 
ACCTSr IN THAT ORDER, FOR THE NUMBER OF PERIODS UP TO 12 YOU SELECT. 
FOR EXAMPLE, BSC3,1) REPRESENTS THE INVENTORY ACCT IN THE FIRSTr MOST 
Hls·rof~ICAL~ PERIOD. BSC9r3) REPRESENTS THE COM STK ACCT ~OR THE THIRD PERIOD. 

FOR HOW MANY PERIODS, N, UP TO 12 DO YOU WISH TO ENTER DATA FOR? 
N 
T:i.2 
ENTER YOUR DATA FOR JHE BALANCE SHEET ACCTS FOR 12 PERIODS. 
BS(l,l) 
!) 6::~~:) n 
BS<2~1) 
?56792 
DSC3,1) 
7:1.76583 
BSC4~1) 

?42:1.13 
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~NTER YOUR DATA FOR T~~E PAST 2 MOS SALES, THE MOST HISTORICAL FIRST. 
'~) ( l) 

!' J UU6:'54 
's ( ~.:) ) 
i'L'i'0l)'6 

~NTER YOUR DATA FOR THE PERCENT OF SALES COLLECTED AS DESCRIBED ABOVE. 
:· c ( :i. ) 
~: • ~=.=j 

':• c ( ~.~ ) 
!' + 3 
:·c < 3) 
~} . ::.~ 
~NTER THE BEGINNING CASH BALANCE PRIOR TO THE CASH BUDGET PERIOD. 
:::c 
!JOl?'? 

~oR HOW MANY PERIODS, M, DO YOU WISH TO PRINT PROFORMA STATEMENTS. 
M 
-~ 
!~ 

fOUR DATA HAS BEEN INPUT INTO THE SYSTEM, THIS COMPLETES THE INPUT PROGRAM. 
j> 
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